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INTRODUCTION

rr HAT alit book is titled as a guide to 'tram n t call. for an
1 immediate apology. The established amateur radio enthusiast don

Trot relish the term 'ham', as it has an unfort.ate connotation. Yet qt AL
RADIO. is the one complete description which means the world Of
amateur radio to the outsider, or the would-be enthusiast who has yet
to start finding out what it is all about. And because this is a book for the
beginner and complete novice, that is why this particular title was used.

Basically it is intended as an introduction to the world of amateur
radio, a subject which can be confusing in several ways. It is a technical
world, utilising technical operated in a technical way. That
in itself is no barrier to the for the nemasary equipment can
readily be purchased, and the cost is not necessarily high. M will be
shown, an ordinary domestic receiver capable of receiving 'short wave'
can be a starting point. But to proceed to the stage where the enthusiast
can lat. zu well as 'linen', a form qualificadon is masa, before he
(or she) is allowed freedom of the available air spaces for amateur
trarnmissions. This means studying for, .d paining, the written ex-
amination set by the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications-
which is concerned with technicalities.

Th< language of the world of amateur radio, t., is quite different
from that of everyday life. Even spoken messages use code letters as well
as words, for brevity and clearer understanding (once you know what
the code is all about!). And telegraphy is all code-not just Morse, but
'code' and 'words' used together. So both the 'spoken' and 'written'
menage on the amateur wave bands can be anew' language as far as
the novice is concerned.

The main aim of this book is to explain both what 'technicalities,.
language art all about-and what they mean. Th<re are many
excellent textbooks available which deal with technicalities in detail, but
they can be heavy going for the novice (and even quite impossible to
understand without some previous knowledge of radio technology).
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INTRODUCTION

This book aims at bridging the gap between atoning from scratch and
the normal textbook or advanced treatment or Amateur radio a:Abject.
For that reason it tells you about circuits, but not how to build or design
complete acts (even the majority orexperieneed amateur radio operatont
use boughi equipment, anyway). It aims at making the whole subject
real-and understandable. Skip the seetinns which have no immediate
appeal, and come back to them later. They will then `make sense', after
you have gained a little practical experience, even as just a listener'.

CHAPTER I

THE WORLD OF AMATEUR RADIO

9-1111I0V11110111. the world there Are something like half a million
I amateur radio enthusiasts with their own radio 111Allot', ...mi.

cati, regularly with other ellthttlAlt. in their 0%71 country and
MOM distant countries. Great Britain alone contribines some 20,000
amateur radio licence holders to this total. To this figure, however,
rine must add the ICUS of thousands of amateurs who merely I 4. 11 to
amateur radio limadcath. l'hey do not have a complete radio station
of their own, merely a suitable receiver which only requires an

ordinary' radio licence to use-not the more technic. been,
obligatory for amateur radio transmission, to qualify for which the a,
plicant has to pan both a theoretical and practi,1 examination (see
Appendix I).

Anyone who has a domestic type receiver capable of receiving the
.111ProlIf1111 (or frequency) of amateur tranuninions can
thus take part in to world of amateur radio, at virtually no coeu--and
certainly without having to undergo a, special study or training. Once
interest has been awakened, however, he (or the) will alnsost certainly
want to acquire a more suitable receiver, erect a !setter aerial system,
and emend both the SC, and enjoyment of amateur broadcast
reception.

Learning the Slone code will further extend the coverage available by
making it pornb/e to take sloven hie' (carrier wave) or telegraphic
traramixtions as well as the spoken word, or telephony. Such messages
may he difficult to understand at first, with their special use of code
letters and abbreviatious-introducing the thtener to the world of
rnilioese. But Huse rod, are meant to be undernood, and are readily

learnt-ere Chapter is. Apart from the fact that lradioese' condenses
messages sent and there is plenty of time to translate them after they
hare been taken down-another advantage is that many of the codes
are internationally accepted and mean the 113111e in a, country. A
difference in languages need he no harrier in 'm+ transmissions. The
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and sweiust Mar with a wavelength Of 200 to 600 metro. Radio wave
lengths of less than 2oo metres were claSSIfied as Moo toot and generally
regarded as useless for radio transmissions, or limited only to 'line of
sight. range.

The short-wave band thus remained relatively free of official and
commercial requitement, and was the one exploited by the early
amateur radio enthusiasts, mail such time as .penenec and techno-
logical advances Mowed that the shoe -wave band was, indeed, a most
usable range of broadcast frequencies. It was esmn possible to extend the
tumble band to far below the limits originally visualized, so that further
sub -division was introduced. The short-wave band was defined by the
range of wavelengths from moo down to to metres, and rapidly became
overclouded. Still shorter wavelenths, i.e. less than to met, were
classified as elf (very high frequency), and again proved usable for
special broadthst facilities, televbion, radar and radio communicatiorn.

The ultimate-and inevitable-result was thatthe whole of the
practical radio transmission range, from the upper end of the long wave
down into IV, needed some .M of protection or control in order to
avoid Simultaneous use of the same wavelengths by different stations,
and consequent loss or intelligibilityinterference. Asa general
rule, the shone.. the wavelength the easier itisto achieve separation,
the shorter the wavelength of thebands, the more these
particular bands tend to become filled and overcrowded. There arc also
other technical reasons why more individual stations can be fitted into
the medium wave band Run the long wave bawl, and so on down the
scale.

Since the main donami has to meet official and commercial require.
ments, the availability of Tree' radio space inevitably tends to become
more and more restricted as time gods on. Them are possibilities in
further extension downwards (Le. DIM higheroff), although the
technicalproblems involvedincreaseandthereareperformance
limitations (remember that 100 metres wavelength was originally
considered the practical minimum for successful radio communication

Amateur demand for radio space is met by allocating specific wave-
lengths on which such transmissions are permitted-and only in thew
specific bands. Although then may be shared with other services in
some cases, this does provide the neethaary degree of 'protection',
i.e. protection of other broadcasts from interference from amateur
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information given SLIM right with the ffisign itself-again a code
which will identify the country of origin (sir Appendix II).

So interesting (and technically undemanding) can listening to
amateur radio broadcasts be that many enthusiasts concenuate on this
aIone-being generally known by other amateur radio enthusiasts as
.SVVI2s. (Short Wass Listeners). Some thousands further this interest
through membership of the Radio Society of Great Britain, with
recognition as amateur swim i.e. 'BRS' (British Receiving Stations)
or 'ORS' (Overseas Receiving Stations).

The majority who take , the hobby on this basis, however, usually
plan to become a 'RAI' station and undertake transmission as well to
enter more completely into the amateur radio world. Other beginnen
jump right in at the deep end, as it were, and aim fora Sound 'Acmes
A or B as soon as possible. This will entail a certain amount of study and
work, and with only two Cit2OCCS a year 10 take and pass the necessary
theoretical examination by. Appendix I).

Examination requirements are not very hard. The examinations are
not competitive and the questions are straightforward. A pass is much
easier to achieve than in the usual academic examinations. In fact,
anyone with a genuine interest in the subject should pass first time
without any difficulty, provided he (or the) completes the necessary
study of eh< syllabus subjects. Age is no barrier at all. It may be easier
to study for examinations M the immediate pcothchool years of ones

but a high proportion of people of retirement age achieve equal
success in the Radio Amateurs' examinations, even starting with no
previous knowledge of radio technology. And they make excellent radio
station operatond

There is also an 'option. on the type of licence obtained. Passing
the written examination qualifies the applicant for an Amateur (Sound)
Licence B, permitting telephony (speech) operation on specific daf
amateur band frequencies. A separate practical exami, atthn showing a
rearonable proficiency in Morse Code sending and receiving is necessary
in order to qualify for Amateur (Sound) Licence A, which permits opera.
non in telephony or Mont on all the appropriate amateur bands.

Amateur Radio Bamd,
In the early days of radio two main broadcast bands came to Ix

recognized-long thief with a wavelength from boo to 2,000 IlltIttS:
12
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transmission; and providing radio space for amateur working not over-
lapped by other major radio transmissions or services. It also enables
amateur radio equipment to be designed and built specifically to
operate in particular bands, where prim, attention can be given
to achieving in:minium perliirmanee at these wavelengths?

The term 'wavelength) has been used so far since the actual wave-
length of the radio signal the original parameter used to define
station positions (and allocation to a particular band). This is now
(virtually) universally replaced by 'frequency' RR more convenient,
particularly when dealing with or designating shorter wavelength
transmissions.

The relationship between the two is quite simple:

wavelength x frequency = velocity of radio waves
(the same as the

velocity of light).

Since the velocity of light is 300,000,000 metres per second (approx.),

300,000,000
frequency

wavelength in metres

300,000,000
or wavelength in metres

frequency

r.1 is a simple conversion scale for general use.

Freque, itself is the ram of oscillation of the signal, in units of cycles
, second, written , (a ',le being one complete oscillation). The
min description .cps' (or cfs) held good .r any year, 1/11I it has now
been replaced by Hest (abbrevia,1 Hs) in the interest of International
standardization. A large number of people, and ma, publications,
still persist in using leps. or <4 instead al, This should not eaue any
confusion since the two mean exactly the same firing. The modern unit
'He is used throughout the remainder of this book for frequency. It can
equally vvcll frr read as 'cps', preferred. It is never necessary to write
dm frequency unit out in full, e.g. 'Hertz% or 'cycles/see' or .cycies per
second) is quite unnecessary.

Further abbreviations are used to avoid writing a la, number of
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O's to designate high, or low, numerical values. These arc known as
pIffilat, the main ones being

P,Ar fader ospOrr/
000 000 000

M
mega 1 000 000

k kilo 000
II t000

(one thousandth)
micro I f t 000 000

(one millionth)
nano 1/ 10w 000 000

(one thousand -millionth)
lit coo ow ow 000

(one

The prefix is always canoes as a symbol, but spoken in full.
Thus a frequency oft 000 Hx
can be written I MHz
and spoken as 'one megahertz' (or 'onr megacycle, if preferred).

spars( mete.

In practice, the use of prefix symbols can differ from the standouts
given above. For examples

In the case of resistor 001Ull the capital K is normally used instead of
k to designate a factor of tow. Thus a resistor value is moony written
as 4.7 K (i.e. 4,00 0111m), the 'ohms' part being understood.

In the rose of capacitor calms, the use of fos F may persist instead of
pF. They mean 111C same thing, i.e.

pp = mwomicro or one million -millionth = piths

11 capaCitOr WA. are quoted as a number only, then microforods
the implied unit.

On Cita. diagrams, too, the copiml P may be used to designate pico
(p), but would normally be shown as 'PF' (or pF).

Amateur radio bands art defined by their frequency, usually in
fln-F4t.t. (MI.), or fllfgaqcka (Mefs) because they start at about
2 Isfliz-Irt Appendix I. The bands worked in the U.K. arc as follows

.6
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Intlte,:;7elength
is also given, to save working out when this is of

r.8 MHz (i6o tatins)
This band is widely used ships and coastal stations, and other

commercial stations, in addition to amateur operator. Range is
generally Elated to so -7o miler, particularly in daylight, but more
distant stations may be received at night. Atmospheric interference is
most noticeable in summer. The best lime for liMening for more
distant stations is in the early hours of the morning in winter.

3, MIA (do mad)
This band is shared with commercial stations broadcasting both

Morse and telephony. Range is again generally limited, the most
favourable times for listening being the same as for the 1.8 Hz band.

7 Ai Hz (40,aceba)
This is a band where transmission and reception n markedly

affected by sunspots. When sunspot activity is at a maximum,
British stations are mainly prominent (as far as British listening is
concerned) during daytime, but with a tendency to fade at night,
when more distant Continental stations may be more predominant
Long distance stations are hard best in periods of least sunspot
activity, during the early evening bouts following dusk, or in early
morning.

Powerful commercial radio bmadcasts may also be heard on .s
band, often swamping adjacent amateur

MHz (ZO metres)
This band cast provide atmcnely good range, although not

necessarily consistently. It if again markedly affected by sunspot
activity, and by time of day. Dusk and dawn are usually the bat
listening times. European stations can usually be heard At good
strength throughout the day, but may fade completely at night
during periods of minimum sunspot ativity, or during mid -winter.

sr .11/1.: (15 mean)
This bands generally best received during daylight hour,

pa tieutaly in the spring late autumn when auk.. levant
thousands of miles away may awn be heard. The band it, however,

7
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very susceptible to disturbance and listening conditions may vary
from day to day. It abo has a tendency to fade out soon after darkness

falls.

28 Mil: ( to min.)
Again a band greatly affected by sunspot activity, and by time of

day, but it can have considerable range under favourable conditions.
best Ibtening time is usually winter daylight. Summer daytime

tends to be far more limited in reception. The band usually fades
completely at night.

70.1111: (4 "w")
A vhf Lund, range of which is necessarily limited because the

signals arc not 'effected back from the ionosphere. Good consistency
of performance is usually obtained with ran, of 50-tuo miles, but
more distant stations can be !lewd when conditions are favourable.

AM: (2 ware)
The lowest permitted frequency for Sound Licence B opt -tamer
(speech only), with the same characteristics as already described for

the 7o MHz di/ band., MII. (70.)
This B the first of the amateur Of (ultra high frequency) bands

which demands the use of specialized equipment. Strictly speaking
the range is limited in 'line of sight% but greater distance may be
covered under favourable conditions. It is used for contact between
local amateur stations, and for amateur W1,212011 trammistions. A
Lund for the serious radio experimenter.

Otbr uhf Babb -I 215 MHz and above.
These can be n.,ardod as strictly for serious experimental work,

demanding expert of equipment and techniques to work.
A general classification of the various frequencies (wavelengths) in

use is:

Short wave or high frequency (4f) :41.-.8 Idlis (16o -to metres)
Very high frequency Wif ) -go and 144 MHz (4 and 2 metres)
Ultra high frequency (Of )-4s5 MHz (7o centimetres)
albe 8 AM, kJ band is alp known as the 'top band'.

TOR WORLD Ole AMATEUR RADIO

Zept/ J TiOODIRthele
We have already referred to ultgraphy (the sending of dots and dashes

in Morse code) and titeplessy (ordinary speech) as two different types of
ransminions. Both, however, can be sent in different way, which in

some cases may dernaml the the special types of communications
receivers before the transmission can be heard.

Transmission of a basic radio wave is like sending a single 'note',
only the frequency is an much than that of an audible note that
it cannot be heard, even if picked up and amplified by a receiver. 'this
typed signal is known as a earns, mart (etc). The usual form of sending
telegraphy (Morse) is by using such a single carrier wave only and
interrupting it in the required series of dots and dashes, or pulses of
carrier wave of different lengths ('dash. being longer pubes of carrier
wave than 'dote). This is known as claw AI emission (emission meaning

transmission), although it is more generally called no (carrier wave)
transmission. Because it is a high (radio) frequency signal, such pulses
would not be heard in an ordinary type of receive, 1, receiver needs
an extra circuit to turn the radio frequency pubes it receives into a
lower frequency note which can be heard.

Actually, this is not quite true. The interruption of the rto in sending
pubes doe, in fact, modify the actual radio signal in such a manner
that some lower (audible) signals are usually produced in the pulsed
carrier sent out. These will occur at the beginning and end leach pulse.
Asa result it may be possible to hear such a signal picked up by an
ordinary receiver. But the audible content will not be clear. The dots
and dashes will only be heard as a series of 'thumps. which will be
difficult, or even impossible, to as Morse code.

7,10, is distinguished from telegraphy by imposing on the carrier
MD, the pattern of art audio frequency wave generated directly by the
microphone into which the message is spoken at the transmitter end.
The resulting mixture of high frequency wave and low frequency audio
wave is known u u madslaied carrier signal. The most common method
adopted is to superimpose the 'speech' wave on the 'radio (carrier)
wave in such a manner as to modulate the amplitude of the wave. This
is known as an (amplitude modulation), and the conmponding class of
emission is Ag.

der an ran signal audible, a r<edver bas fist m pick up the
mco7rtiTg signal and then decode or demodulate it, virtually extracting

1p
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the 'audio' content which c.an then be Ad to phones or a loudspeaker.
All domestic receivers work onbasis, and90they can pick up and
tender audible amateur class rkg trans.provided ..one, pvided the setC211

tune to the appropriate frequency.
Now telegraphy can abo be sent in the=RCway. That is, sending the

doer and dashes in the form of . audio frequency note superimposed on
the carrier wave. This A lmown as class As minion. Thus clan M
telegraphy can be heard on an ordinary receiver, as prow 'dit-dah.
notea (I.ead of 'elou' and 'dashes', the individual Morse characters
are normally called 'slits' and 'dais' in telegraphy, and this description
Ain be used henceforth).

Considering an am signal ina little more detail, A is a mixture of a
high (radio) frequency and a low (audio) freq.,. The frequency of
the carrier wave is, in effect, spread out side., on both sides by the
superimposition of the au. frequency - Fig.1.2.Thor side/mad, as

5,0£111ND 2-/Orlfs

tl:\\Z10.

ref.

ATRF

they are called, are quite narrow, the diagram being much exaggerated
in scale depth to show their presence at all.

For example, a frequency range of about 3,000 Ilz A adequate to
accommodate all likely speech frequencies. If such a range of audio
frequenciesis used to modulate a carrier wave of,say, g MHz or
loorrarso Ha, the siekbands willextend g,000 Hs either side of
g,000,000 Hs, or 'spread' the original carrier only oar dramas. on
either aide of is normal (unmodulated) frequency. The effective band.
width will be from 3,00gy000 to s,gegg,000 Hs, i.e. a basic radio signal of
g,orso,000 Ha In -gamey, with two sidebanth, each of width 3,000 Hs.

20
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Now all the speech content is contained in the. sidebands. It is

really a waste of power for the transmitter to send the carrier wave as
well. Also one sidcband duplicates the audio content of the other side -
band. So reducing or supprr.ng the evier, and eliminating one of the
sidebands as well, offers a very efficient folin of transmission, known as
Tingle sidt6and (ash) working.

This is a modified form of Class Ag working for telephony, and one
which is becoming increasingly popular. Again it will he appreciated
that it needs a special type of receiver to pick up P. traiurnission,

siuse the receiver must supply the 'missing' carrier to render On
gnal in a form where it can be demodulated and heard as telephony.
There are al. other types of transmissions, but their application is

relatively limited for amateur work and so they need not concern us
unduly. The best known is freque, modulation (fin), which is rather
similar in principle to am but frequency of Uhe carrier WAVe is
modulated by the superimposed audio signal rather than the amplitude.
Again this needs a special receiver circuit to demodulate. Domestic
receivers may include an fin band (with appropriate demodulation
circuit), as ordinary vhf broadcast stations operate on fin. On the
amateur bands, fn transmissions may be used from 1.8 MHz to 21,000
MHz (.. Appendix I), for both telegraphy and telephony.

11. basic advantage of fm over urn is noise reduction at the receiver,
all the 'noise' in the circuit being of radio frequency. This can, however,
appear as a frequency modulation, although this can be overcome by

making the frequency deviation in the signal large. Reducing the
frequency deviation, as called in amateur band working, thus
partially nullifies die main advantage offin over am (set also Chapter a).



CHAPTER 2

THE SHORT WAVE LISTENER

r -r Hz Short Wave Listener (SWL) needs roes licence other thin .
 ordinary domestic television or radio licence, and no special equip -

meet other Alan a suitable radio receiver. 'Suitable virtually means any
radio set capable of receiving short wave transmissions (leo metres
dawn to to metro); or eV (4 metres down). But to become a serious
SWL-and to get maximum satisfaction from this side of the hobby-
demands the use of a more specialized wpe of receiver than a domestic
radio with hJ and AJ tuning barods, and the toting A of an efficient
aerial. This is because the amateur bands arc relatively narrow and
crowded, so that separation on an 'ordinary' tuning dial is difficult.
More important still, doe strength of signals received on the amateur
bands An yaw coffirmously, both with conditions and distance. It
'Leeds something special in the way of a receiver lo offset these listening
diffmultio.

These special typo of high performance receivers have become known
a. COMMISSALOIIVIll rethrers. lhey are not necessarily elaborate or expeAve

designs, although some are. The primary requirement is that thry
should provide all Ii1C necessary qualities for satisfactory amateur band
listening. These qualities arc:

I. A high degree of srlertivity to separate the stations broadeAing in
the narrow amateur frequency bands.

1. A high degree of mouffiri0 in order to be able to pick top very weak
signals.

3. Good .bilay so that dm set don not drift off frequency and so
lose a station A which it is tuned.

4. Easy Ad accurate tuning; and prticularly the ability to reset the

tuning to Ay doired frequency.
5. Absence of sir spurAus signal, Ad of sclf.noim ( panic°.

brly whistles).

All three features affect doe design of lse receiver far more than in the

THE 21102.2 WAVE LISTENER

MC of an ordinary domestic receiver with its much wider range of
tuning. At the same time the 'complete' communications receiver will
also need a beat frequency oscillator, or internal oscillator for listening
clearly to Morse, or to suppressed carrier telephony.

T. choice between 'buying' and 'building' a communications
receive, largely a matter of personal preference-and ability as a
practical radio cnthiniast. Ilere are a number of relatively cheap =-
government communications receiver. which can give excellent listen-
ing 'as bought'. Their performance can then be further improved by
the addition of a crystal falter, or an external d. (radio frequency)
preamplifier; or the range mtended by the addition of extertud con -
yen, units-scr Table a.

Practical desimu developed specifically for amateur radio listening
arc available as plans, in the form of kits, or as professionally built
units. Satisfactory construction from kits is well within the scope of any
keen amateur with some previous practical experience of radio assembly,
and will generally need only a minimum of test equipment to set up.
Such receivers can be of valve or transistor type, the latter being more
compact and generally much more easy to assemble, as well as working
off a small dry battery instead of mains voltage supply. Cost of com-
ponents can be quite moderate, ranging from m Gtde as Cm upwards
in thy cast of small transistor superhet receivers. M the other end of the
scale, many weeks, or even months, of il.nsive work may be involved
its the construction and setting up of a more elaborate and complete
oommuMcations receiver, with the cost running to ten or twenty times
that figum, or more.

Operating a Communication, &mina
The typical communications rm.., has a number of controls

witch will . unfamiliar to the beginner, and an understanding of the
basic function and interrelationship of these controls is necessary in order
to get the best possible results. A typical set of controls is slaown in big.

1, as a general guide, although their positions will vary from set to
set.

The Setting and 211.22t of ttcse controls for receiving normal sagnah is
rized in Table 2. First Lk appropriate band b selected and, with

the sm switched on, the aerial trimmer or semitioily Control should be
advanced towards maximum. This will 'peak' the noise a...rived on

23
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VA4I1 band, indicated by the meter needle rising to a maximum at the
tuning control is turned to each station (each station will show a peak
Mae, reading at the of optimum tuning). If the signal is very
strong, then the meter needle may appro.h full scale timid°, when
the sentitivity control needs backing off somewhat Note that the
sensitivity is alto affected by the rf gain control (so Table a).

AERIAL

RAGAIN

If CAIN

f/ITEA.
ON/O?

mrocawcr AiDKAT/A DIAL

A. CC N.IN G SAM SELECT/ON

Fig. a. t

SatC,V/TY
OrWIDOL

It is now necessary to establish the best balance between riga. and
if (intermediate frequency) and af (audio frequency) gain (the latter
two may be cornbined in a single control). .6.4, the greater the
rf gain the greater the sensitivity and strength of signal fed into the
receiver, but this can have two adverse effects. It can make the input
signal so strong that it will overload the following circuits cat., cross -
modulation or 'blocking' and distortion. It can alto feed in other
unwanted noise. The if gain therefore warm adjusting to . 'optimum'
setting where the input signal is adequate, rather than over -strong,
when the of and ifgain controls an be adjusted to provide the necessary
amplihthtion in the latter stages of the receiver. Note that where a
separate if gain control is included this is usually mom effective in con-
trolling the level of signal or inter -station noise, with the of gain control
left in about its mid posidon. The sfgain aft beadvanced. or 'retarded'
to balance weak or strong respectively.

Further controls may also be available for dealing with interference.

THE S110111" WAVE LIBTENER

Them may comprise a filler roma, which may or may not reduce the
volume appreciably when switched or, a sdediriry control which
narrows the tuned bandwidth (and thus rejects dose signals outside the
redumd band); or in some cases a Iwo switch. The 1011CT can reduce
interference from adjacent stations by being switched or turned to a
low' position where A accentuates low frequency response, enabling
volume to be reduced to reduce higher frequency intedmence. A
similar sort of effect on be demonstrated on an ordinary domestic
radio with separate treble and bass controls. 'Favouring the bass both
reduces interference and enables the volume to he reduced.

Transmithons employing suppressed -order modulation cannot be
remised by straightforward tuning. Part of the carrier signals A, in act
'missing (i.e. suppressed). Although such a transmission may be tuned
in correctly, the signal heard will be very much distorted and unintel-
ligible. To produce intelligibility A. teethe. itself has to IRS. At
'missing. part back into the signal .,.rived. To do this A must in-
corporate a separate oscillator which on be brought into effect by
operating the life (beat frequency mcillator) control; or in some
designs the no (carrier insertion cocillator) control.

The relevant control set-up is then somewhat different to ordinary
cut reception-its Table 3. The age (automatic gain control) should be
switched off and lei off and the receiver tuned in the normal way for
good strength of signal, even though this A unintelligible. The rf gain
control should then be turned and the al gain control turned up
to a maximum. The if control should dims be switch., on and rotated
until maximum intelligibility is achieved, readjusting the tuning slighdy
if The success of this depends very largely on the finenco
of the adjustments available for tuning and bfo, owl alto on the stability
of the beat frequency...111=r. Kit lacks stability then frequent readjust-
ment will be necessary to maintain intelligibility.

Alternatimly, the Ifo can be se and left at an optimum position and
suppressed-onier signals tuned in ?Only 00 the tuning Centre'. 1,
set the bfo control the paring (patrol A turned to .lout mid -position,
the bfo turned off and the tot tuned in to a steady carrier, as shown by a
peak reading of the meter, or maximum ohm.. The bfo control A
then operated and adjusted to give a sathfactory 'hot' note. It is really
the quality of this 'beat. which governs the quality of intelligibility
when tuning on to a suppressed -carrier transmission, and so the

0,



TIIR SNORT WARR LISTENER

for althodgh they are only listening, the fact that a particular signal has

been received perhaps at a great distance can of great inter au to the
sender of that signal. This applies particularly A. the rhf ban. and

144 Hz) and Of bands (above 415 kHz), where virtually any long
distance reception is usually welcome news to the sender.

SWL's, in fact, arc encouraged communicate with transmitting
stations they have heard via Q.ST anti., or similar postal replies. What
the transmitting station operator really wants to know is:

1. When and where his signal was received.
1. Readability, signal strength and tone (RST).
5. Interference from other stations (QRM).
4. Intetterence from atmospherics, etc. (QRN).
5. Conditions at the time of reception.

A

provided
typical QSL (acknowledgement of reaript of signal) card, m

prc y the Radio Society of Great Britain u slow. in Fig. R.g.

To Amateur Radio Stauon
Yrtie

M. etc/ant/rt./
s,d GMT. Date

RST QRM QRN
Cali os
Raeiver ,stal
Relnark.
Receiving Bunion
Name and address

AU the relevant information can be filled in (using standard code where
appropriate), and the card returned. 'BM' members of the RSGB can,
in fart, qualify for awards by returning enough cards, e.g. the British
Commonwealth Radio Reception award for returning cards from
tidy call areas in the British Ccirnmonwealth. The addresses or amateur
transmitting stations throughout the world are published in the Radio
Anialna Call Book Magazw, available in the U.K. from Short Wave
Magazine Ltd.

Only a proportion of vise logged entries will be sufficiently interesting

HAY RADIO

optimum position is merely a matter of the listener's subjective evalua-
tion. Any other note present, when Listening, can then be eliminated by
slight readjustment of the phasing control.

A tip worth remembering here is that if a filter is also available to
reduce interference, and marked loss of tulume when the filter
switched in, A means that either the bfo control his not been set cor-
rectly, or the signal is not properly 'lased. In other words, switching in
the filter has narrowed the bandwidth (to improve selectivity), but this
A now peaking slightly off the sign, frequency.

Li...mg Practice
Rather than Imphazard listening-which can be fun fora beginner,

but soon loses As novelty-a planned and recorded approach is strongly
recommended. This applies not only to number and identification of
stations heard, but also the effect of conditions on listening quality and
range. Thus daily and seasonal variations gene ally follow a fair)

Yit L11 arais su,,a. most EMISS122 MOTES

Fla. as

regular pattern, particularly on specific wavebands-see Chapters t and
8. With practice it A readily potable to predict 'bat' times for listening
to particular traiumission bands, and countries-and continue to
expand the extent of reconds. Keeping a tog, Aid out as in Fig. a.a,
essential for the serious amateur listener.

SWIAscasi, in fact, take an active part in the world of amateur radio
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LRady Q5, of Inure. (Received to O.K.)

Tramakfirg Bali (MHz) Cemlitisas

Range of more am :5o mil. in
Ranee of more than Sao mil ae mg.
More distant European
Oaencu trat,om (no.abk Europe).
Range of more than yo miles.
Range of more than 25 mils

Sa

CHAPTER 3

TELEGRAPHY (MORSE)

rya L e o an rxv IS .Writte, transmission, using codeSyMbob (Nlorsel.
1 Transmission rate .n be anything up to about ti sty words ,

minute (about a third the rate of voice transmission), although the
USsal rate of working is appreciably lower. Twenty words per minute is
probably a typical average in amateur practice, and a target for the
roviee operator to achieve with conthtency.

Speeds not all-important in sending. Because the tranimivinn is
even if only in terms of 'dila' and 'dabs'-any transmission

will., the characteristi. of the operator's 'fist', is well the quality
or his equipment. This character will develop with continued practice,
but the primary requirements remain:

I. Accuracy, so that the message tomes through clean without
mon or cormetionS. Accuracy Afar MOM itnportint than 1,c1.

R. A steady and uniform rate of stnthng. This is much easier to read
than a message wItich is continually clanging its pacc.

3. Even spacing so that individual letters are readily identified
rat, than run together.

q. Cood terititique in the toe of cod..

Even the eXperieneed operator can be guilty of one or more of these
faults if he leo his technique get sloppy. The novice can only work up
to a suitable standard by continual practice-and cry to work up his
speed at the same time. Sending speed, in fact, is probably leas important
than reading speed. Really to enjoy telegraphy an operator needs to
work , to a reccising speed of at least twenty-five words , minute,
with a capability to read the message directly in his head rather than
writing it down (even if he may prefer to write A down). Logically, once
this familiarity with the code has obtained, sending speed should
he of a timilar order, but in practice ids May be limited Ivy plosical
and equipment facto..

Obviously practice transmissions arc best kept off the air (although

3.
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TELRORAPHV (moan)
If transistor .1 do. The potentiometer is included to act m a volume
control, and will abo have some effect as a tone control.

Th< cocrect operator position for good sending is shown in Fig. 3.3.

3.3

The key it placed far enough in front the edge of the table for the

elbow to set on the table, the operator sitting with the right shoulder
and arm in line with the key.

The key itself will have three adjustments. Initially the spring
tension should be set to be quite hemy, and the back adjustment set so
that the key has about 3fi. movement. The third adjustment it
merely for aligning the contacts Llterally. These side screws should be
mt m that there is litde or no sideplay.

The key should be held ligbdy for sending, with the thumb on the
left of the knob and the 6rst and second fingers on the top and other
side of the knob, respecd.y. The grasp on the knob should be linn, but
not tight or cramped. Key movement is tben accomplished with a wrist
action, the wrist always being (me of the tabletop. This will develop a
'natural' action, free from tightness or jerky seeding. Always keep hold
of the key knob-never 'tap' it.

OM< this has been mastered tbe spring tension tan be reduced, using
only dm minimum tension to make the key open immediately
the downward presume on it is released. This will Make link, less tiring
to opera. user longer periods. Tie ft re vertical movement (,1 key
can also be reduced slightly, if desirod (or thought necessary to improve
speed), but the movement should never be reduced below * in.
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K91,2 the Tranrmiutr
Exactly the same type of key sued for sending via a transmitter,

the key tieing connected directly into a suitable part of the transmitter
circuit together with a dirk filter as necessary be. Cli.,3444 4). Basically
any stage of the transmitter be keyed although it is common
practice to insert the key in the final valve circuit of the power amplifier.
The alternatives available can apply at any stage, however, these being:

t. Anode circuit keying.
R. Blocked -grid keying.
3. Screen -grid keying.
4. Cathale keying.

With ma. Ming the key interrupts the hi supply to the anode of the
selected valve. This has the disadvantage that the full At voltage is
broken by the key, and is its fact developed across the key contacts. To
isolate the operator from this it is highly desirable, where high power
involved, to me the key to operate a relay so that only low power is
carried by the key contacts, the full ht being 'made' and 'broken only
by the relay contacts-Fig. 3.444.

In any case some sort of filter circuit will be needed scrum the ht
circuit contacts (whether key or relay), both to provide click sup-
prestion and spark quenching. Such a filter circuit ran comprise all
inductance (14 in stria With the line, and a resistance and capaci-
tance (C) in Kriel across the contacts-Fig. 3.4B. 'Ile inductance

1, 34.
34
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TILLZORAPHS' (MORSE)

then effective in emu:lolling the of the anode current When the
COMOct is closed; the capacitance provides quenching on 'break', and
the assistance controls the tare of discharge of the capacitor on the sub
sequent 'make.

All throe values have, therefore, to be chosen carefully in order to
achieve the desired result, and at the same time provide a suitable shape
for the keyed envelope. An additional inductance may sometimes be
added on the other side of the key (contacts), in which ease it may be
possible to eliminate the resistor as the two inductances themselves can
provide sufficient control of the capacitor discharge.

Blorktkrid keying is shown in Fig. 3.5. Here sufficient negative bias

Fee s

voltage is applied to the grid to cut off the anode current when the key
is open, removing this 'blocking when the key is closed. The bias
required may be anything up to five times ffie cutmff in order to ensure
that these is no /output from the valve, with the key open. Again click
filter elements are shown incorporated in the circuit.

Sampgrid keying offers the possibility of a simpler circuit, merely
breaking the As supply to the grid-Fig. g.6. It may, however, be
necessary to supply some negative bias to the grid in the key up position
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Fur 9.6

to ensurt that there is no anode current in this condition, and thus no
y.otatput until the key is depressed.

Codtak keying is shown in 3.y. This is virtually similar in effect
to anode keying and follows a similar configuration as regards click
filtering. The latter is less effective in oscillator circuits than amplifier
circuiu.

SS

9.7

Various mt., keying posibilities exist. For example, keying is some-
times applird in the power supply itself, eitherI dary circuit,
or the priln-kry. Both demand dm toe of a well insulated keying relay.
Certain ad, :mkt, are eJaimed for such systems, although they are not
much used thr, days. They suffer from inherent keying lag because of

36

TeLiCIAPHV (coast)
the time constant of the smoothing filters in the power supply output
circuit.

Keying the oscillator offers certain advantages, and is virtually
necessary for 'break.in. keying. This takes advantage of die fact that since
there is no transmission during intervals between sending, a receiver can
be left to operate continuously and thus receive Manning signals
during these intervals. This can make for speedier operation. For ex-
ample, if an operator has failed to read a part of a message correctly he
can immediately hold his transmitter key down to 'break in. .d
indicate the fact without further 1010 of time.

The basic requirement for break-in operation is that during intereds
the oxillator produces no interference at all in the receiver. The direct
solution 10 this is to switch the oscillator off during such intervals-
which is what applying keying to the oscillator stage does. Unfor-
tunately it is more difficult to eliminate 'chirps' on . oscillator stage
than ail amplifier stage. Also the method adopted for keying may
produce changes in frequency of the oscillator. Satisfactory oscillator
keying for break-in operation, therefore, may demand the used more
specialized Citaliti, particularly at higher frequencies. One relatively
straightforward solution (but with limitations) is sequence keying,
using the back contacts of the key to key the oscillator circuit and die
front contacts to key the power amplifier circuit. The power amplifier is
then turned on a slim interval after the oscillator, and turned off
momentarily before the oscillator-the resulting time lag whn the
power amplifier is ofC (.d thin there is no emission) covering the
period during which the keyed oscillator u developing 'chi,' or
'clicks'. Similar, and alternatfre, solutions can be derived electronically.

Elearolek K9ers
Continual operation with a manna/ key at speeds much in exam of

twenty words , minute cm become extremely tiring, leading to
deterioration of the 'fist', although skilled and well practised operators
nil maintain even higher speeds without difficulty. A better solution
for fan sending, .wever, A the use of electronic key, known
generally as 'bugs, Basically these are of two type: the semlautomatie
kayos which derived largely from landline telegraphy, and the fully
electronic automatic keyer, .own an 'd-bug'.

11 'bug' incorporates a weighted spring, vibrating against a contact.
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The rate of vibration can be controllnl by sliding a weight , or down
the vibrating arm. This arm supplies the Mit' signals auto-
matically when the key is ROW, to one tide. 'Dale signals are made
manually by the operator, the key to the opposite side.

The 'el.bug. is fully automatic and comprises, basically, electronic
circuits producing continumuly a series of regular 'di, and a series of
regular Mahe. AU the Mits. arc of equal length and equally spaced. r.
'dahs. are each three times the length of a Mit' ,d spaced by the length
of a Mit'.

The key is simply a double -throw switch, spring loaded to its central
position. Movement to one side closes the contact to select Mks', and
movement to the other side selects 'dahs.. In each position 'din' or
Mahe are passed by the by for as long as the contact posidon is held
(Fig. 3.8).

GfAtZ TOR GFNLFAIQV

Speed of sending is thus virtually bashed only by the spec, at which
the operator c, read-although the only way an opera tor can tell what
he is sending is to listen to it in a monitor. The technique of electronic
sending is, therefore, quite different to ordinary keying. It demands an
ability to be able to read Mork directly without writing it down-at the
desired sending speed-and to co-ordi,te die key action to select
exactly the requited number of Mits. and 'dahi in mercer sequence.
One e,not switch readily from manual keying to automatic keying.
Considerable practice is to master this quite different tech-
nique and build up speed.
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Fully automati«It.ronie keyer designs range from Me relatively
simple to quite complex computer -type circuits. Valve electronic keyers
have now largely given way to transistorised circuits, one particularly
popular design being shown in Fig. 3.9. The variable resistors enable

the speed at which the diu' and 'dahs' are generated to be mried for
operating speeds between about three and thinyslive words per minute.
A G.P.O. type faso relay or a, similar low resistance mlay A suitable,
using almesst any type of general purpose of tranistors (e.g. 0C7s).



CHAPTER 4

TRANSMITTERS

Illt.flIrralif are based around a radio frequency eisollator or
1 'generator of an Oignal. This veill require a pave infra Such a

basic combination, with the cocillator output taken to an aerial, will
forma complete, Wimple, transmitter capable of radiating a continuous
carricr wave (no) signal, a frequency determined by the oseallator. If
the latter is fixed (e.g. as in the case of a crystal controlled oscillator),
then thc addition of a key capable of breaking and making the oscillator
output will complete a 'working' transmitter capable of sending a series
of 'on -off. cc signals at a fixed frequency-Fig. 4.t.

11th is the simplest form of Morse transmitter which ia capable of
giving quite good results, provided the oxillator circuit can be made
stabk. Apart from suitable design being a primary requirement, the
passer input which can be utilised without heating effects interfering
with stability of operation is usually limited. Abo the elicits, of such a
kammitter is relatively low. Very much better of and a 'dean&
signal can be poaduud by restricting the power input to the oscillator
and following this by a power aeffrh:fier to boost the actual signal applied
to the aerial-Fig. 4.a. If IttOeStar, more than one rf amphficr can be
introduced, connected in scrim

4.

THE MORSE CODE.
A di-dah di-dah-dandalk.dill
B di-di-dah-dah-dah
C dah-di-dah-dit 3 di-th4i-dah-dalt

dals-didt
dit

4 didid-didah
5 di-di-di-di.dit

F did -dab -E. 6 dah-di-di-di-dit
G dah-dah-dit

7 dah-dah-diddit
II di-dididt 8 dah-dalt-dah-di-dit
I didit

9 dandah-dah.dah-dit
J didah-dah-dah o a long dah, or dah-dit, or
K dah-didah dah-dah-dalt-dah.dah
L

NI clah-rlah
Nat,N dah.dit

O dandah-dah One 'dal, thould be equal to three
'did' in length.

P didah-dah-dit
Q dals-dalt-didah
R ;let s191:eulbd=rt: O'n'eh`cdir
S The space between two kttersahouldT dah

he equal to three di ta' (or one dab.).
U di-di-dah

t:1, di -h

The space between two words xhould
he equal to six ',its'.

X dab -di -di -0A
Y dab -di -dais -doh

4.
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To extend the working of the transmitter the oscillator can be made
tunable, to that it can generate a range of rf frequencies (variable
frequency oscillator). At the same time, to 'adj.. the aerial to the
efficient handling of mei, frequencies a tuned circuit, known as a tent
rirrtrif, is added-Fig. 114 set-up may be further improved by the

AERIAL

'LZZI,
I

4

4,

addition am aerial tuner when the tank circuit virtually becomes an If
transformer. This considerably simplifies the trarumittm design since
regardless of the characteristics Me aerial the aerial tuner can be
adjusted m that the tank circuit will alwa, be supplying power to the
same load. In practice the tank circuit is formed by the anode circuit of
the power amplifier and m nerd not be regarded as a separate entity.
The description 'tank circuit' is equally applicable to any resonant
circuit in my transmitter stage.
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A number of other refinements are then possible. For example,
making the oscillator fully tunable can introduce stability problems. It is
easier to achieve imbility by restricting the variable frequency range.
To emend the frequency range available it is then a relatively simple
matter to double, treble, etc., the original frequency with a franc,
multiplier. 11,5 tits in very well with amateur band requirmants where
the bands are simple multiples of other. Thus a variable frequency
oscillator (ofo)detigned to cover only then kHz band can also provide
roc tignalf in the 7, Is, 21 or all jh band. bylnoorporating a ill1114:0,
multiplier between the oscillator and if amplifier-see Fig. 4.4.

Peg. 4-4

This block diagram also ghoul an additional unit between the tank
circuit (anode circuit of the power amplifier) and the anal tuner,
marked 1pf or low past Jibes. The objets of this is to produce  'clean'
signal by filtering out any harmonic content, and thus minimize any
interference with adjacent signals. Part of this job is already done in the
tank circuit but the fact that many amateur trammissions are on bands
adjacent to telnision pawn/sneer phas a premium on interference
suppression. This also affects the actual construction of the set, particu-
larly as regards screening requirements and the mashy for eliminating
long lengths of wiring.

Further comideration now Mu to be given to the manner in which
the oscillator is udermpied (for sending Morse or telegraphy); or moils.
lined (for sending ,ecch or telephony). These are type At and type Ag
emisions, respectively.

43
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Morse signalling (At emission) is obviously the simpler of the two
since this only requires that the if output from the oscillator be inter
ruined at some suitable stage by means of a mechanical key so that Me
rin signal is pin out in the form of long and short bursts with interval,
no signal between-lig. 1.5.

'In

7;1171n;A-SC,

10
WORD pAct

Basically such a signal consists of a series of 'square' waves-Fig. 4.6.
Whilst these have the desirable effect of providing an intelligible
signal, they abo have unwanted side effects, notably the inclusion of
unwanted .sidebands' in the resulting envelopes. These ears spread over
adjacent frequencia, even a whole amateur band. Thus other receivers
tuned to near frequencies may also hear the signals as 'interference% or
more usually in die form of .dicks'. To avoid this it is necessary to
introduce a clink finer in the keyed circuit of the transmitter. This
reduces sudden changes in amplitude in Use rj signal, which are re
sponsible for the .sidebands., and sounds off the pulse envelopes as
shown in the second diagram in Fig. 4.6.

'cc/ce

0.01117[0 PULSE FILITIeDPVI.St
rig. +6

0.21,11.117K0 POLSE

It will be appreciated that this rounding and m.shaping of the keyed
sf signal will also affect the quality of the Norse signal heard. There
will be an optimum form of envelope where sideband effects are at a
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minimum and the signal is dear and dn... If the envelopes are dis-
torted the individual signals will be less distinct and may even tend to
run together or blur.

The preferred type of envelope A one which n fairly 'solid' on the
'make' end of each envelope, with softer 'break'. 'thus any click
present MCIrs at the start At, signal with, ideally, no click as the key
is opened. This prodlleeS the most acceptable 'the or 'dah' for listening.

In the case of speech or A3 emission the find signal A produced by
superimposing 311 auchs frequency (af) signal stn the r, for carrier signal,
yielding a n,dulated f signal-Fig. 4.7. This final signal will actually
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comprise the original carrier frequency, my 4 together with two side-
,md frequencies of f m at, 1-, where m it the frequency of the
modulating signal. The complete signal will thin have a spread or
bandwidth or VII Ilz about a centre frequency of 1. It is obviously
neer., to keep this spread to a reasonable minimum. Thus I kHz A a
typical modulating frequency used, which scot. give an effective
bandwidth cover of 2 kHz_ 14,irver, modulation frequencies in
use may well extend up to kHz, covering a tot, bandssidths of so
kHz.

Asa general rule, all speech frequencies can be encompassed within a
frequency range of shut ao.-3,000 H. For telephony, therefore,
there u , imoissity to employ sidebands with a spread of more than
3,000 Hz -say a total bandwidth .15-6 kHz. for general broadcasting,
which includes music os well as speech, a considerably wider band-
width is required in order to accommodate the higher audible
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frequencies without lclipphig' or distortion, e.g. logically up to the upper
litmit a audibility or around 15,000-16,000 Ha. Broadcast stations,
therefore, operate milli a much wider bandwidth than amateur radio
transmitters. They occupy more lair space as a consequence-and tune
in over a broader range.

The of or speech sig.als are derived directly from a atinnfratine. These
signals are very wtan and thus require amplifying before bring fed into
the main transmitter circuit to malulate the rf or carrier wave signal.
With simple amplitude modulation (Ag emission) the favoured way is
to apply the amplified of signal direct to the anode circuit of the rf
pincer amplifier via a modulation transformer-Fag. 4.8. This also Itas

the atisAutage of increasing the rf output power since extra power is
supplied to the Oillpul circuit via the of amplifier. Special circuits may
also he included to compress the qi band, apply speech clipping by
controlling the shape of t1e waveform, and suppress higher frequencies
to restrict the range of sidebands radiated.

Sidetand (Slopeutd Con.) Toroonitrions
Whilst simple amplitude modulation provides a satisfactory and

relatively straightfoneard method of providing speech transmission on
amateur radio bands more and more attention has been given during
recent years to the development of sidiband transmission where the
carrier wave itself is suppressed. Although thb demands Mort complex
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circuits and more expensive critical components ithas several ad-
vantage, notably much higher efficiency and an appreciable reduction
in the bandwidth occupied by the signal.

It has already been noted (e.g. see ChapterIand Fig. 44) that the
simple form of of speech transmission comprises a carrier with two
sidebands each the mirror image oldie other and spreading over the of
frequency range covered. All the VskUigenei needed is contained in the
sidebands, whilst the majority of the poser is contained in the carrier. If
the mrricr is suppmased this power can be saved and all the transmitted
power contained within thc sidebands-Fig. 4.9.

CAPRICR

"IWA.
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fffXr

.11111111m, 111111111111[,11116

am. al.COME .0C8AN0
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In this form the transmission is known as double sidcband suppressed
carrier (tbd). Any conventional ant receiver can be modified to receive
such transmissions, 'tuning' to tither sideband, the chief modification
being that the receiver must also supply and inject dm 'missing' carrier
before the sideband signals can be made intelligibk. As the carrier is
suppressed at source (i.e. at the transmitter), signals received can he
very much stronger for the same input power. On the other hand the
bandwidth occupied is cractly die same as if the carrier were present
(i.e, the same as for conventional am transmission).

This principle of operation can be carried one stage furtherby
suppressing one of the sidebands as well as the carrier, yielding single
sidebaod transmission (tab). This has all the admntages of double side -
band transmission plus the fact that still more power can be put into the
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'intelligence signal (since only one sideband is involsrd instead of
two): and also the bandwidth is bah..

Then: is also the fact that with all sideband transmissions the sup -
passion of the carrier means that heterodyne interference common with
closely spaced on signals is eliminated. In other tn.., such transmis-
sions give better separation (smaller bandwidths) and higher signal
strengths at the receiver for a, given transmitter power. The main
limitation is that such transmitters are considerably more complex and
costly to oanstruct than simple um types, and can be exacting to set up
and adjust.

The basic arrangement of a sideband transmitter is shown in Fig.
o. Both of anciVraignals are fed into a balancer modulator, the output

rig. 4,0

V

of which it the amplified sidebands of a normal modulator but with the
carricr supproscd. If single sideband transmission wily is required, then
a filter can be interposed to remove the unwanted sideband. The output

Fcc
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then conists of single sideband rf which can be amplified al necessary.

In practice the original if signal iscrystal controlled, and acts
at anrf driveinitial carrier)at a medium frequency.. This con.
ridrrably simplifies the filter requirements since, in general, the lower
Mc centre frequency the easier itis to produce filters with suitable
selectivity. The single sidcband output is Men amplified and hetero-
dyned to the required output frequency, this stage also being made
tunable-Fig. 4,t t.Any further amplification must Men be strictly
linear, and a high degree of stability is essential for successful working.

Frrpon ,7 Modulatd Trammifsion
Some mention should be made of frequency modulated (fin) tram -

mission as this is a feature of manydomestic radios, although
little used for amateur radio work. The basic difference between fm
(frequency modulation) and am (amplitude modulation)isthatthe

modulating af in the caw offm leaves the amplitude of the mixed signal
unchanged but produces frequency deviations in the carrier IRO,-
tional to the instantaneous amplitude of the modulating signal. The
difference .n be seen by comparing Fig 4.12 with Fig. 4.7.

-AVMNINONRF C.RIER

fRITXRNCY MODULATCD RP

AF MOCOL.47701,

This has certain advantages for 'domestic' radio transmissions, par-
ticularly where the bandwidth (represented by Me frequency deviations)
isnottoo restricted. For amateur radiowork fm transmissions are
restricted to a maximum bandwidth of less than 2., klic. Such narrow
band fin transmissions have the advantage that they ate lesslikely
tointerfere with local television transmissions titan am or sideband
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transmissions, but performance is Otheewtfe generally inferior for

amateur work, for the reason already explained in Chapter I.

Choler of Tranimitto
Transmitters can vary widely in coverage and scope. hfany trans -

mitten offer cm (telegraphy) am (telephony) only, but may be
extended to sideband working by the addition of an adaptor. 111i3 will
not necessarily give satisfactory working, fora ss.b transmitter is

usually designed on somewhat different principles and adaptation of an
am transmitter necessarily involves compromises, e.g. Om modulation
may not by applied at an optimum stage.

Similarly, although transmitters may be designed for multi -band
working, there are distinct differences in the optimum requirements for
If and nkfworking (larva as power love! differences involved). The use
of separate transmitters for covering these two ranges is thus usually a
better proposition. Much, deem, depends on the type coed scope of
working aimed at-and how deeply the individual wishes to get in -
wind as an amateur radio station operator. Also power requirements
have to be kept in mind. Distance working on the hf bands, which tend
to be crowded anyway, may require going to the maximum power
levels permitted, for maximum scope and satisfaction. On the other
hand, many enthusiasm are content to limit their activities to operation
on just one or two bands only. And beginner, bemuse of the simpler
licence requirements, may well decide to concentrate on telephony, and
the associated olof channels available for Sound Licence B holders.

Their initial equipment can therefore he purchased, or constructed
accordingly. The more beginner, however, will be better
advised to regard his trailltIlittee in tetras of 'black boxes' or individual
units, the scope and coverage of which can be extended by additions and
modifications, as mperience-and confidence-in amateur working A
gained.

Miami of Amason. Transmitter,
The size and physical form of transmitters has changed considerably

oVer the years. Early transmitters were commonly constructed in the
form of separate vomits, mounted on racks or tables, oaupying perhaps
nearly a whole wall of a mom. Unit construction is still widely favoured
for valve transmitters, and particularly those for high power working or
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further development and experimental work, since additions and/or
modifications are more readily tukled.

There is, however, an tendency to produce complete
transmitters as a single 'packaged' unit of moderate cabinet Or Ca.
size. Miniaturisation hss Waller been promoted by the application of
transistor circuits replacing valve circuits, and even complete trans,
miner circuits. Originally the apptication of transistor. to transmitter
circuits was strictly limited because of the tower power levels of such
devices. This need no longer apply, although where high powers are
required, valve circuits remain the usual choice (and in some aaes the
only choice).

With unit construction, of course, there is also the possibility of
using 'mixed' construction, i.e. muse units with transistor circuits and
others based on valve circuits.

Still further miniaturimtion is possible in modem designs by using
integrated circuits, particularly as these have become more widely
available during recent years at relatively low cost. Such elements can,
to a la, mtent, simplify home comtruction, well as being attractive
for professional construcdons.

The maximum power per for amateur transmittal is 15o
watts input for am transmissions (we oho Appendix I). All.tratuistor
transmitters are generally only dimity competitive as regards per.
form race in the bands where lower power limits are set, e.g. to watts
for the 1.8 MHz band ;.r,o watts for the w MHz band; and possibly
single sideband transmissions on other frequencies (directly compared
with am transmissions).

Even greater compactnas is realized in certain modern designs by
combining transmitter and raciver in one cabinet. Besides reducing the
station equipment to a single tabletop inns this can have the advantage
that certain circuits can be common to either the transmitter or receiver.
Again this is particularly to single rideband transmissions
Where the circuits involved are inherently more conlphX than am typet.

Mobile Siatiam
The general reduction in the and weight of modem transistor

transmitters and =nether, hus made the mobile station both a
practical and attractive proposition, e.g. for mounting in a car. Problems
may be involved in providing efficient protection against interference
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from the ignition circuit of the car engine and the power of the trans-
mitter may intro:oily be more restricted than could be used with a
'home station, since the basic source of power supply . usually the use
battery. Alm an additional Sound Mobile licence is required, which is
available only to holders of Sound A or Sound B licences (with the same
frequency restrictions applying incase of the Blicence).

Mobile stations commonly operate on a power of to watts or lea, and
almost invariably on telephony. Average range is of the order of ten to
tnesity mi., although very much longer distances can be covered under
favourable circumstances.

Operation on vhf is preferable to hf, as apart from other technical
considerations this simplifies the aerial requirements. hlobile aeriaks,
for example, must not exceed 14 ft. in height above the ground, and in
practice a whip aerial fitted to acannot exceed about 7 or 8 ft.in

length. This, or shorter, lengths, can hoc quite adequate fw efficient skf
transmission, although the ...sued form of rhf aerialisusually an
omnidireenonal 'loop' aerial, which isbasically a dipole bent inthe
form of a circle. For eiV working this loop need not be larger than about
12 in. diameter to obtain a suitable resonant length (ue Chapter 8).

Freq.,Clucking
It is obligatory that a licence holder be able to verify that his trans-

missions arc within the authorised frequency band(s); and to use a
satisfactory method of frequency control. In effect, this means that a
crytral reference murce is needed to comply with these requirements, so
that (in the words of the filinittry of Puss and Telecommunications):

(a) with a crystal.cortuolled transmitter an absorption 'device' of
suitable frequency range and accuracy is nevem., to cheek that the
desired harmonic of the crystal frequency u selected.

(6) with a transmitter thatis not crystal.contmlled a wattmeter
based on a crystal oscillator is necessary.

The Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications offer do following
notes for general guidance:

(a) Fugal, anianiriaz equipment: should be of sufficient accuracy to
verify that emissioro are W101111the authorised frequency bands. For
example, operation in the centre of the 21.0-21.45 MHz band would
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require frequency measurement to an accuracy of ± Po per cent to
ensure that ernissiotu were within band, whereas operation within, say,
to kHz of bood edge would require measurement to an accuracy of
wo5 per cent. When determining the proximity of an mission to band -
edge, the handspread due to modulation, on the appropriate side of the
carrier, needs to be added to the frequency tolerance of the carrier.

(b) Hatred, tbanynarrl bad crystal calibrators. When used in cony
junction with a general coverage receiver, a too kHz crystal is usually
adequate for checking frequencies up to ¢ kHz. For higher frequencies
the spacing between too kHz marker points is tee small for accuracy,
and a crystal of Soo kHz, or t WI; should be used ha addition.
If the receiver oven only the Amateur frequency bands the bandspread
scale will usually allow a too kHz crystal to be used with sufficient
accuracy throughout the bl" bands.

(e) Absorption tambriers and sianif Mixt. The scale length and
accuracy should be suitable for measurements of the required accuracy
to be made, ,d the frequency coverage should extend , to the
second, and preferably the third, harmonic of the radiated frequency oo
that the presence of unwanted frequencies may be detected. For els(
and uhf transmitters, probably the beg technique is to measure the
frequency of the fundamental oscillator as accurately as possible and to
use an absorption device to confirm that the wanted harmonic has been
selected. When a Afar uhf converter is toed in conjunction with an Af
receiver and the calibration of the 1111111 receiver can be checked with
sufficient accuracy, this will provide a means of frequency measurement,
but it is also advitable to we an absorption wavemetcr to check the
measurement and to confirm that no unwanted radiations are prong_
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to the grid oldie valve vies Cy. The energy to maintain this alternating
voltage of oscillation is derived the alternating current flowing
through the cathode, fed to a tapping point on 1.1.

0111,1 is developed in a second tuned circuit La and Cx, driven by
the valve. This can Ise tuned to the same frequency as -CI, although
it will be more advantageous to tune to twice this frequency. 'Flu, will
render the grid circuit largely unaffected by the anode circuit, to that
stability is much higher. It is also rather more convenient to tap the
capacitance instead of the coil, leading basically to the modification
shown in the buR in Fig. y.r.'IThu is known as the Clapp oscillator, the
lowest frequency being set by .A and the tuned circuit then adjusted
over the tuning range provided by .13. A radio Immo, choke
;RFC) is also needed between the cathode and earth to provide a
necessary de connection, but offering very high effective resistance to
of current.

A practical form of this simple type of variable frequency oscillator
(ofej is shown in Fig. 5.2, With typical component values given in Table

Fit. 5..

anode circuit 1.2 C.2 is tuned to twice the oscillator frequency
and the output can be taken from this by capacity coupling, or inductive
coupling (1.2 in this case being one mil of the coupling transformer).
Frequency stability it largely dependent on the performance of capaci-
tors C2 and Cy, which must be of high stability type with suitable
temperature coefficients.

Better stability can be provided by various other designs, two of the
best known being the Franklin cafillator (Fig. 5.5) and , cathode
coupled oscillator (Fig. 5.4). Born are shown based on double triode
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TRANSMITTERS IN MORE DETAIL
xi, Iris chapter will be concerned with describing the transmitter
I circuit requirement, and solution, in more detail. Since the trans-

nntter can lx broken down into a uric, of interconnected units (whether
physically separated or not), as outlined in the previous chapter, A is
most convenient to consider the design and characteristics of such
units under separate headings.

Okillator (Afar. Osallatur)
A primary requirement of an oscillator circuit is that it must be

stable, and also unaffected by any external circuits. Thy former require-
ment is primarily dependent on the design of the oscillator circuit itself.

The latter can be met by suitable screening. Mounting and wiring of
critical components must also be rigid enough so that mechanical
vibrations cannot alx be a source of instability.

A basic valve oscillator circuit is shown in Fig. 5., Lt and CI form
the tuned circuit, thy alternating voltage developed across which is fed
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valve, although an extension of the Franklin circuit is afro used with
two pentode valves. A feature of these circuits is the voltage regulator
included. Numerous other den, have also been developed, some
spedfically suited to particular band frequencies.

Transistor circuits can also provide satisfactory Ws with high
stability-often better than valve circuits because of the borer heat
generation. The main requirement h to use high quality kr transistors
in a properly stabilized circuit. A wide variety of such circuits have been
published and are readily available for home construct°, e.g. from the

01
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transistor manufacture:, and journals dealing with amateur radio
subjects.

Crytal theillators
A direct method of obtaining stability in an cocillator circuit is to

replace the tuned circuit LI -Cs with a piesoelectric element or ny3141
having thc required resonant frequency-Fig. 5.5. The stabffity of the

5,

circuit will then be 61S that of the crystal, 111111011gh this in turn
will depend on the mode in which the crystal is operated. In stsies
mode the smbility 6 usually ',ghee than in parallel mode, although the
rf output is substantially reduced. There are also other objections to
series mode working, so that parallel mode are more stidely
eloplo,e1. Three of these basic circuits are shown in Fig. 5.6.

lie higher the frequency, the more crystal control becomes aurae-
tiVe 33 a means of owillator stalcdisation. Unfortuoately this does not
conform to typical crystal rharacteriffict in that the higher the

resonant frequency the more difficult it 6 to produce satisfactory crystal
forms and crystal performanee. Temperature effects may also
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become exaggerated, particularly when allied to transistor oscillator
circuits.

To a large extent din problem is being overcome by the availability
of better and more stable crystab particularly developed for high
frequency use. Altman.ly some circuit designers prefer to use a
crystal with a lower resonant frequency as likely to be more stable (or

MILLER

rig 5.6

more readily available) and then arrive at the required high frequency
by applying multiplication to the oscillator itself. Such a circuit is

known as. 06171aat type, the escalator frequency then being a harmonic
(multiple) au. fundamental frequency of the crystal used.

Such treatment also can be used to ONVI150616 one limitation of
crystal control in that it provides stability around one 'spot' frequency.
A crystal oscillator is thus, basically, a single frequency oscillator. It can,
however, he 'tuned' over a mull range by adding reauance in series to
'pull,. crystal to one side or other of in fundamental frequency. This,
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so). The effect of this is that when d'inpui is applied only the top halves
of the corresponding sine WAVC 1pptar 63 anode current, so that anode
current only flows for one half of every cycle. Higher peaks of anode
current can, however, be obtained Wr the same am, anode GUMS.
Asa consequence, most rf output power can be obtained fora given
power consumption by the valve, at the expense of higher rf isgur power
required.

Char C. Here the bias is increased to two times or more of the cut -o0
by
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resonance the average anode current will be wry low. This hums a
useful method of tuning the anode circuit, i.e. adjusting for minimum
anode current. This does not, however, give any indication of the
rf soltages which may be present. Three can be excessively high in the
absence of any anode load, pulling the valve into a condition where the
screen current is excessive. Once a load is coupled to the anode circuit
energy will be drawn from the timed circuit, reducing both the rf
voltage and the current. It also follows that this load can modify the
tuning of the tuned circuit, it is purely resistive.

The two principal points which enrage from this are:

1. For initial tuning and setting up of a power amplifier, with no
connected load, the ht voltage should be reduced in order to eliminate
the possibility of excessively high rf voltages being developed.

2. Some retuning of the anode circuit may be necessary after coupling
to an external load (c.g. the aerial, or a following amplifier stage), to
compensate for any of capacitance introduced by the
coupled load.

Correct loading is also important m this .nInsh the quality of the rf
output radiated by the aerial. TIM requires a suitable compromise
between energy efficiency:and damping, generally related to the quality
factor or Q of the cirmdt. bari.11y is the ratio of the energy
stored to that dissipated in each cycle of operation. A high Q implies
high eflidency and low damping; a low Q, low efficiency and high

lot
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damping. list ...vary compromise aims at providing good efficiency
with enough damping to avoid a distorted rf output, introducing
a series of harmonic frequencies which could cause interference no these
equivalent bancs. Tlds places a premium on Sloe values and quality of
the inductance (coil) and capacitor employed in the anode circuit, and
the selection (or adjustment) of the aerial load and its coupling.

The type of coupling preferred is of the kind where the tuned circuit
it isolated from the hi by a . show. in Fig. h.. o. A dr path

RFC

NIt

ROHN LOAD

for kr is provided by a RFC. The aerial output lead can then be tapped
into either the roil or the capacitor. The Utter is more convenient since
the tapping point can he between two capacitors, each of which A
adjustable not only to adjust timing but also the effective tapping
point.

This is shown in final form in Fig. 5.11, known as a istirtritsurk circuit.
This is generally regarded . the best type of circuit for harmonic
suppression, particularly for use in the 35, 7, ts, at and 28 MHz
bands.

hfcdslation
count common fonn of amplitude modulation is anode h.:illation

where the modulating signal is applied in the :WO, circuit of the power
mplifier, via transformer coupling -Fig. 5.1a. T. does, however,

demand the the of relatively high alpoucr input, such as that given by a
Class 8 audio amplifier. For too per cent modulation the average
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power output of the modulated stage must increase 9 per emu so that
the modulator must supply to the modulated rf stage audio power
equal o so per cent of the de anode power. Something less than too per
cent modulation may, however, be acceptable for telephony, but over-
modulation (over too per cent modulation) h to be avoided as this
introduces severe distortion.

AAM

Fig. 5.111

Ta ANMVITZSIS IN MORN OrrAIL
Distortion is also caused by lack of lisearity. Within the limit of too

, cent modulation the amplitude of the carrier should faithfully
follow the amplitude variations of the modulating of signal applied to
it. If the modulated rf amplifier has non-linear characteristics, then the
waveform envelope will be distorted. To maintain linear characteristics
it is essential that the of power out, must vary as the square of the
anode wattage, implaing Class C operation. Linearity then depends on
having sufficient grid excitation proper bias in conjunction with
suitable component values. In practice this favours the use of a fixed
source of grid bias equivalent to about the cutoff point (i.e. Clam 11
point), supplemented by further griffileak bias to shift the amplifier
into Class C operation.

A typical modulator incorporates an of amplifier with microphone
input and as many stages of amplification as necessary to achieve the
required output. The output terminat. in 3 notched III0d1113U011Ir3r0-
forrner for direct connection to the amplifier; or as a terminal output
for connecting to a suitable modulation transformer. In the Ian. case
A is necessary to select the transformer for the correct impedance
match. The load resistance presented to the modulator by the rf
amplifier .1w can he calculated as:

resistance (01.10 -1;jcurrent (amt.)

The turns ratio can then be determined accordingly so that when this
load resistance is effective across the second,, the primary resistance
has A, recommended anode.twatiodc value recommended for the of
output valve(s) involved.

Alternative systems of modulation arc gn,bial modulator., orroan-grid
modulation and cathode mogndenion. With griddiias modulation the af is
introduced in the grid -bias supply, the audio willage thus varying the
grid bias and with A the power output of the rf stage. This is far lest
efficient than anode modulation, but lea power IS required from the of
amplifier and the circuit c often be simplified. It may, however,
place limitations on the workingng of the rf amplifier, e.g. grid -leak has
working is no longer satisfactory.

Screen -grid modulation again places less demand on the of amplifier.
Characteristics are generally similar to grid.bias modulation, with
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linear characteristics maintained up to too per cent modulation with
suitable valves.

Cathode -modulation of 2 compromise between .ode.modulation
and grid -bias modulation, with . efficiency about midway between
the two. The of input is introduced in the cathode circuit and both the
grid bias and anode voltage vary during modulation. The efficiency
depends largely on the proportion of grid modulation to anode modula-
tion. The higher the proportion of anode modulation the higher the
efficiency which can be realized; and at the same time the higher the
audio power required.

Numerous other variations on modulation have been developed
.d continue to be ethlved by amateur experimental with varying
moths.

Audio Compel..
As mentioned in the previous chapter, !tideland spread's and halls,

as well as being wasteful of power. There is all the point that sharp
tuning of a receiver will probably restrict reception to within 3,0oo Ifs
or Ito on either ride of the carrier frequency, so that a, sideband
transmilsions outside this range will not be heard rasps,. Narrowing
the tideland width by fathering the range of of frtquencieu superim-
posed on the carrier win therefore be advantageous, both from an
operating point of view and in order to concentrate the power available
into a narrower bandwidth containing all the useful audio frequencia-
Say ROO-300H: to moo Hs.

To do this it is only necessary to choose a sufficiently small value for
one of tlie coupling capacitors in the of amplifier (preferably at an early
nage) to block or suppress the lower frequencies (say under ye° Hz).
The unwanted higher frequencies can then be cut of at the modulation
transformer stage, by adding a suitable capacitor actor, one of both
windings, further reducing the bandwidth of the of signal passed on to
the y'amplifter salve.

A further refinement which may be added is automatic modulation
contra, also known as audio thmpreation, although providing a quite
different feature to sideband compression. This is really a method of
automatically holding the output of the modulator reasonably constant
over fairly wide ran, of input. Thi; for example, can make the per-
formance A the modulator non -critical as regards the distance of the
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microphone from the speaker's lips, and can also be adjusted to eliminate
any possibility of over modulation.

A simple method of achieving this automatic level control is to tap a
small proportion of the modulator output, rectify it and use the negative
de obtained to control the gain of an early stage of the amplifier, similar
to the automatic gain control principle used in receivers.

Another method of preventing over modulation. by speecli
This involves 'clipping. the positive and negative peaks produced m the
of circuit, so dsat the peak amplitude can never bested the carrier
amplitude (which would result in over modulation). M the same time
All abrupt cutting will produce 'spatter, which will need removing at
the output sage by a suitable filter or litters. The sank filters can also
provide the degree of audio compression required.

Poem supplits
Power supplies forma virtually complete subject on their own as far

as valve leansniilless are concerned. The demand May be all high as
TOM hi at up to goo rnilliamps; much lower bias voltages; and

still lower voltage healer Supplies. T. requirements IT, also be for
particular stages of a transmitter to be xupplicd separately. The com-
ponents involved tend to be bulky, heavy, .d expensive. Also even the
more moderate ht supplies of, say, 35o volts preens a very real hazard
which can only he countered by leak. design and disciplined handling
wchnique.

praAleratpePef iri'vosIV:sreavelCal=tr further chapter,
of separate study.

DNIVIS

The term driver is often used in describing radio circuits (both trans-
.tters and roods/as). Strictly speaking a driver ia the power developed
in the anode of .e valve (or equivalent eircuit in the case of a transistor)
which is fed to and powers or 'driven' the following stage. Titus any
preceding stage in a circuit fi really the driver for the next stage. The
'driver. is often .naidered as an entity because the driving source
should always lure good regulation. In some circuit daign, e.g.
particularly transistor circuits, a complete stage may be designed and
operated as a driver.
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treatment ..d mass,. Again this =snot be relied Upon completely
10 eliminate harmonic and so the next step is to take all pm -xi bit; ate, to
maintain the harmonic; nude the transmitter. This, basically, is a

matter of effective screening, and the use of then where necessary.
Leads emerging from the cabinet, for example, can benefit from
filtering, particularly in the transmission line leading to the aerial
system. For tratnnitting in the amateur bands from 1.8 to at MHz, for
example, a loW pan filter can allow effective operation on all these

bands but stop any higher frequencies proem being radiated, which
should go a long way to minimising local TV interference. Some
operators may prefer to go even further and fit bandpass filters which
pass only the frequencies in the band on which they are operating,
suppiewing all Wiwi, which May he present in the radiation.

Tab** J. Typical
Conspoarzt V= for  Variable enttptemey

(Se &mit, Fig. ,.$)
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Ezei.
An exciter is basically a source of excitation fora following circuit.

Thus a microphone is an exciter for the following if amplificr stage, for
example. However, the description'exciter'isspecifically given to
multiplier/amplifier units, used as one of the 'blackboxes' in unit
transmitter amembly which prosides rj output on various, or required
bands.

Neutralization
Neutralization is an important feature in a valve circuit where the

valve anode -to -grid capacitance may be high enough to cause unwanted
interaction. T. is'neutralized' by a modification of the circuitto

include a neutralizing circuit. A typical circuit offish type uses a centre -
tapped anode coil, tuned by a split -stator capacitor. The voltage at the
up, mid of the anode coil is fed back through a anitializing capacitor,
the value of which is selected (or normally adjusted) to caned out the
anode -grid capacitance.

Thcrc arc also other types of neutralizing circuits, providing Me
same diem. The main thingisthat when a neutralising circuitis

ncluded, the neutralizing capacitor provides a means of controlling
the anode -grid capacitance developed by thevalve. This canIse

necessary with certain types of valves, particularly yor high frequency
working.

TY Nurferesiv
Tic adoprion of a pi-netwoik tank circuit does not automatically

ensure that no harmonics arc radiated which mayshow up, particularly
as interference on stear-by television receivers, when a transmitter is
bring worked on thevarious aniateur bands. The problem of TV
interference can be a considerable one, not only because of the vast
number of TV seta likely to be in operation in any locality during leisure
hours, but also became or the subjective mai. to Tv interference.
Visual interference is much more a subject fur complaint than audio
interference,

Harmonic radiations are the most common CaUM of TV interference.
Logically, therefore, the aim must be to keep a, harmonic generation
low by good circuitdesign (avoiding thme which generate badly
distorted waveforms, for example), aid., ,fr<oupling and a, other
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Table 6. Claea of Amplifier.

Bins

Medium
(to se low mode

To opmate ns [La A
at low signal voltages,
and Class li so higher
signal volts,

As AB.

As AR

Well past cutoff.

Norm driven positive wish respect
cathode.
Never drivrn to cut-off point low power
output.
High power amplification ratio.
Oumot ware form faithful.
Reproduction of input wave form.
Best Wiled for audio amplifiers.

!take linear portion of valve toed.
Medium palm output.
Medium efficiency.
Moderate poweramptification ratio.
Can be used as linear amplifiers -

Low .10.00 at moderate signal kveR
High anode efficiency at high signal
leech
Suitable for audio =PL...

As AB. but draws no atid current and
thus dram no mons from the driving

As AB, but draws mid current at Meer
signal areas.

cadre,. High power output.
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CHAPTER 6

RECEIVER PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE

rin tit ton basic denlentli in any radio receiver area tuned circuit and 3
1 detector. The former provides selection of (i.e. tuning in to) the

desired radio signal, which is then fed as an rf input to the detector
circuit. 116 circuit works effectively as a rectifier, convening *Ise
modulated if wave into a varying dr current, the amplitude of which
will vary at the same rate as the modulation frequency. This is at audio
frequency and mu die detector output signal can be heard by feediii,g
to a suitable device, e.g. headphones.

Normally the incoming signals will be weak, and the output cor-
respondingly weak. In order to produce sufficient power for conversion
to audible output, amplification tithe signal if required. This can be
applied to the incoming signal, by interposing an rf amplifier
between the tuned circuit and the detector; or to the output Or de-
modulated signal from the detector-using an of amplifier; or to both
input .d output signals.

The simplest form of detector circuit is bawd around a diode rectifier
-rig. 6.i. There arc also numerous other approaches using a triode or
pentode valve, with the possibility of imposing the performance. Thus
by providing controlled rf feedback in a triode or pentode circuit the
incoming signal can be subject to amplification (increasing sensitivity)
and the effective Qof the circuit improved by regeneration (increasing
selectivity) -Fig. 6.2. Such circuits are known as regovratire dein-mfr.

The limit to which amplification can by produced is set by the point
at which oscillation starts. This can be delayed by introducing a low
frequency alternating voltage (quench frequency) in the detector
circuit in such a manner as to Vary the operating point of the detector.
This type of circuit it known w a noperregtntorati. daraor.

The combination of rf amplifier-detactor-af amplifier is known as a
bawd radiefirqueng CFRF) receiver and mires,. the simplest type of
deli, for amateur radio listening. 16 performance, toe is

distinctly limited since both its selectivity and sensitivity is relatively
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RECEIVER PRISCIPLID AND PRACTICZ
beat on very high frequencies).Ibsuperregen detector. hOWeVer, 6
suitable only for use with modulated signals. The main advantage of a
TRF receiver is Mat it is relatively easy to conaruct and snaple to set
up.

The raprrherensrher nyder? offers a considerable improvement in
performance, at thc caper. of a more complicated circuit network-ret
Fig. 6.3. The incoming rf signal is fed to a min" or easeerter, this section

also being fed by a separate high frequency signal from a lord oscillator.
The miser combines these two signals to produce a been freq., or
imerradianfrepueng equal to the difference bettmen the tno frequencies.
The common value of intermediate frequency (i() chosen is about
syo KHz, and remains the same regardless a the frequency of the rf
signal. in other worth die local escalator tunes with the aerial tuning
circuit, so that the high frequency signal it supplies always differs from
the rf by the predetemsineel (fuced) value of if chosen. The intermediate
frequency supplied as output from the mixer 6 then amplified before
being fed to the detector, the output from this stage being subject to ef
amplication as necessary. It is thua the 'front end' of the complete
circuit winch is markedly changed.

The advantage a tith type of di is that frequency conversion
pcnniu plification at a relatively low &equal, (the if linquency),
thus providing high selecting, and priced,* which remains constant
regardless of the rf signal frequency (the same if is being amplified). It
also lends Well' to further improvementft selectivity by sharpening the
peak of the sekrtinty curve and thus narrowing the actual bandwidth
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received. It is here, largely, that supethet communications receivers
differ in design from domestic broadcast type superliet receivers.

The main limitation of the superhet circuit is its susceptibility to
iswgr reception. Suppose the intermediate frequency employed in the
circuit is f (fixed) and the radio frequency of interest (variable) is F.
The mixer can be regarded as a sort of 'first detector' and so all the
following circuits are designed to respond to an input at a frequency of
f, the mixer itself always putting out this Cirques, when it is supplied
with an rf input of I' and a signal from the local oscillator which has a
freemen, of +1 or F -C Normally the loud oscillator frequency used
is F+1.

When the set is tuned to F, the mixer thus receives one input at F and
one at lt+f, from which it extracts the difference di regardless of the
actual value of F.

Suppose there is also an of signal preterit with a frequency of F+aE
As fat as the mixer is concerned it is now dealing with a woad combine.
don of (Fi-a0-(F-1-0 = f, and so this will also appear as an if out-
put. In other worts, F +of is an 'image' frequency which will be passed
on by the mixer as a beat frequency. The strength of this image, relative
to the strength or the we signal required, depends largely on the
selectivity of the tuned circuits) preceding the mixer, thus placing a
premium on the design of such circuits, particularly as the rf frequency
involved increases. Thus for the same 'Marone', of tuning, e.g. re-
stricting the tuned bandwidth lea than al; the pnsraargr difference
involved (cif compared with F) decreases in proportion to increasing
values of F.

One possible way of overcoming this is to increase the value of the if
used, as this will spread the image farther away from the we signal
required (the image wits always be of away from the true signal).
Unfortunately, this represents exactly the opposite requirement for good
relativity, because the lower the if the more favourabk the percentage
difference becomes.

The tisubir stipottrutodynt circuit provides for ming a high if to produce
a high order of image then changing to a low if for high
selectivity-Fig. 64. Although. in huh, this only involves h addition
of a frequency changer, Mt resulting circuitry is usually considerably
more complex than that of a simple superhet and presents additional
problems in alignment and stability.
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Any of the basic types ofsets so far described will receive telephony by
demodulation of the modulated Vsignal put out by a transmitter. They
will not, hourver, receive ordinary telegraphy satisfactorily, since the
transmission in this case consists of pulsed carrier wave or rf frequencies.
In practice, 'pulsing' or interrupting a carrier wave in sending Morse is
equivalent to modutation, and some audio fruitier, content will be

At

ACC

FT. 64

present. Thus code signals can oftenbe heard as a series of somewhat

indistinct "thumps.
To render them properly audible it is necessary to inject a second if

signal into the detector circuit, differing from dm signal frequency by a
suitable audio frequency, thus producing a beat note which can be
heard. The frequency difference chosen D rsmally vo to i,000 lir,
since this range provides the bat type ...note' for listening to.

The principle involved in producing o bat now is similar to that of
the superhet mixer stage, although ineau the frequency difference
involved is much lower (an audio frequency, not a frequency inter-
mediate between if and afj. The second radio frequency necessary to
produce this beat note can conveniently be supplied by a separate
oscillator, known as a beat frequency caillator,when by complete
systemlE known as Adam* reception. Alternatively, the detector
circuit itself can be nude to oscillate and provide the necessary second
V In this case it is wiled an salad, Mawr.

Similar considerations apply for the reception of supprested carrier
transmissions, whew the mining carrier MUD be inserted into the
detector stage in order torealise an intelligible of otapta. To avoid
distortion this injected signal must be very stable, so a separate crystal
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controlled oscillator is normally employed for this purpose. The design
of suppressed carrier receivers also pates a number of other special
requirements.

The lionten,nr
Another type of receiver which has recently come to the fore is the

itorisiblir (also referred to as ',chrodyne or 'direct conversion'
receiver). In effect this is rather like a superb. receiver utilizing an
intermediate frequency of o (zero), to that the incoming signal is

directly converted into .7/ 'Ile technical,es invoked arc considerably
more complex and, in fact, such a receiver type does become extremely
complex for am reception. It can, however, be very much simplified for
recesing rrb transmiuions and offers considerable scope for experi
mentation in this field for the more experienced, and technically know-
ledgeable, amateur.

Tuning
The domestic radio receiver provides for tuning over a relatively

wide range of frequencies in each of the available bands. At the same
time the tuning has to be fairly 'broad' in order to avoid Ims of the of
content in the modulated signal. lhis may .11 for using a bandwidth
anything up to zo KHz (i.e. to KHz on either side of the nominal
station frequency). In the case amateur radio working, not only are
the effective bandwidths employed numb narrower, but the 'passbane
widths required arc also much smaller. A passband width of 5 KHz is
quite adequate f r telephony, whilst still retaining good fidelity; and in
the cue of telegraphy the Nisband width can lie even more restricted.

Tuning is al, made euier if whole of the tuning control range can
be restricted to the frequency band of particular interest, e.g. tli 11111z,
3.5 NIHr, and so on. This will first of all (usually) involve the use of
separate tuned circuits which can be selected by switching, or tlx
interchange of coils. Adjustment to any particular position can then be
made easier by ',reading' the tuning scale.

One obvious method is to 'magnify' the movement of the control
knob so that a nelatisvly la, movement is necoury to produce a
small change in adjustment of the variable component in the tuned
circuit. The <11,6,x -rims of such a mechanical system is more or less
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Crow-tecatlattoc
Cross -modulation is a form of interference due ID a valvebeing over-

loaded so that itit unrking outside the linearrange a its charac-
teristics. M a result the Vaht acts asa modulator, modulating the
desired signal with another strong and unwantedsignal. In the casc of a
turn -diet receiver . can cause Making, since the modulated signal
may lie outside the if passband atstages of the receive.r. The basic
rsquiremenu to avoid cross -modulation a, therefo, the employment
of valves with good linear characteristics in tileamplifierstage(s) and
mixer, and avoiding ovaioading of valves which couldpush their
operating point outside the linear range. T/ie phenomenon is not con-
fined to valves, honvver. Transistors are aho susceptible to thiseffect,
and in general worse than valves in thisrespect. It should also be noted
that the UM of antenna. gain control(age) C. also induce cross -
moduli& don.

`Nsin,
A certain amount of circuit noise svill be inherent inany nr,eiver.

This, basically, governs the sm.*, of the set for h is °Woody im-
possible to receive any signals a lower strength than the inherent
'noise' levet However much amplification h applied, the self -noise
would mask the signat Thus sensitivitycan be expressed directly
tants o signable-noist nstie, the higher this ratio the better the selectivity
p.osd bin

The problem is not quite as straightforwardas this, however. The
inherent 'noise' generated by a valve can be considered in terms ofan

fto RECEIVER PRINCIPLE. AND PRACTICE
equivalent resistance in series with the grid of the valve, known as the
equinslerit ours ..i1104 (e.n.r.). This will vary with different typo and
designs of valve (modern valves ate very much improved in this
respect), and also with the manner in which the valve is employed, e.g.
see Table 9. Basically, any mixer valve will be very much noisier than an

amplifier valve. Thus an rf amplifier will have a much better signah
to -noise ratio than a mixer.

This emphasiam the importance of an e'ansplifier stage (or stages) in
superhet CDTMI for improved sensithity. The fact that dm signal -to-
noise ratio is favourable means that quite weak signals can be isolated,
and amplified with noiseless gain before being passed on to the noisier
mixer stage, malting the set much more sensitive than it would be if the
original rf signals were fed direct to the mixer from the aerial circuit.
Also, of course, a Idgber signal level is present in the mixer, because of

preamplifirntion, needing less further amplification at subsequent
stages, but the gain must not be so high a. to induce overloading. An

rf stage (or stages) used in this manner is generally referred to m a
preamphfier. If associated with a tuned circuit (aerial circuit) it is better
called a prcadedor, and when its tuning control is ganged with that of the
oscillator and miser its circuits must track with those of the mixer
circuit. Alternatively the primelector may be made as a separate unit,
often incorporating a tuned output circuit which gives further improve-
ment in 'declivity.

For extreme sensitivity, i.e. maximum signaldo-nrnse perkirmance,
low -noise mixer is also desirable. Such circuits ern be produced around
special valves, or special transistor, and ME, eves eliminate the need
fora preceding rf amplifier. However, such . amplifier stage may
well be used to improve 'electivity, and still further improve sensitivity.

IL can also be advantageous if a receiver has variable selectivity,
since part of the circuit noise will be contributed by minute voltage
variations always present acmes impedances, die MOH significant impe-
dance being that of the first tutted circuit. The extent of chi" noise is
largely gummed by the passband width. In effect this implies that if the
pasthand width is adjustable the best signal-to-noise ratio will be

achieved when this control is set to most selective position.
It further possible source of circuit noise is `hum' injected into the

circuit from the power Ripply. T., if present, Is basically a matter of
smoothing and filtering in the power supply circuit.
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Oscillations generated in the circuit and heard as 'squeals' are due to
circuit faults or failings. Oscillation in the high frequency oscillator or
mixer circuits will show up as squeals as Ilse tuning is altered. OsciIla-
non developing in the if circuits is independent of tuning and will
show up as a continuous squeal when the volume control is advanced
with the brat frequency oscillator on. A mushy 'hiss which varies with
the tuning indicates that the high frequency oxillator is ',egging or
oscillating simultaneously at low and high frequencies. 'DM are dealt
with on a trouble -shooting basis as a circuit fault.

liege arc also, of course, external sources of 'none' which can inter-
fere with the performance of a receiver. These fall under the categories
of natural (atmospheric), or man-madd. Only the latter arc really 'treat-
able' and twen then the &eons eness of such treatment ix normally
limited by the corresponding reduction in sensitivity acceptance.

A possible method of tackling this problem it to apply some form of
automatic control which limits the amplitude of any intermittent or
impulse type noise (interference) to that oldie true signal being received.

signal is then passed at strength, but the interference
'chopped' so that it cannot exceed the strength of the true signal. The
greater the amplitude of dais type of interference, compared with its
duration, the more effective this form amine control becomes. It does
not eliminate the interference, course, but suppresses it without
applying any suppression of the true signal.

Fig. 6.7. shows how such a noise limiting IMAIrnelit applies to thef
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rig. 6.8

For simple working, however, the bridged T.type of filter circuit may
prone quite adequate. This comprises the basic network shown in Fig.
6.9. Capacitors Ci and Ca are adjusted to provide maximum response

at the x cant frcqucney of Jee crystal. The position of the

Sipa/40,M AI.
A rignal.trength meter, usually known as an S.meter, which /1}10H3

relative signal strength is a useful fomi of tuning indicator. In order to
provide a relative reading a milliammeter can be used in simple
Midge circuit, as shown in Fig. 6.io. The meter then shows the variation
in anode current passed by the valve, compared with the fixed current
passed by dre tern resistors.

DEDDIVEN PRINCIPLIDI AND 1..011CD
lti+ The advantage of such a circuit is

ter - that the milliammeter b at a high pot..
licit. A rather better arrangement is that
shown in Fig. 6.1 t, the same principle d
reading in a bridge circuit applying.

For the amateur radio enthusiast,
the receiver is probably more import-
.' than the transmitter. In other words
where cost compromise is involved-and
it usually isl-the preference should be
tom., buying the best possible receiver
and accepting the compromise on the

transmitter side, rather than trying to strike m overall compromise, or
favouring the transmitter. This is particularly we in the case a the
I ginner,. the receiver will invariably give him more 'malts' until he
has become quite an experienced operator.

The choice should also be m amateur -band only receiver, as such a
design will avoid the compromises necessary in an all -band receiver,
however complex or elaborate the specification a the latter may be.
Restricted band coverage is no real problem since the coverage of a
receiver can be extended quite simply, and inexpensively, by the
addition of a converter.

For accurate wonting a crystal calibrator is virtually essential and is
only included in the design of a communications receiver. If not,

such a calibrator can be added to the receiver (connecting to the rf
amplifier stage).

IIINI



Table g. Typ4cal
Ttal.ro:Idaat :doe Realoevv :jogazo

Vol.«. of Volvo*

WorkIng as  Mode

A crystal calibrator provides harmonics of a too KHz ouillator, thus
providing a means of checking the reCCiVel dial at every too KHz point
through iu tunable range. Where the original calibration is only
approximate, or is affected by some instability dining %larking, dial
calibrations can be cormmed at every too KHz point to obtain accuracy
of frequency readings from the point to which the receiver is tuned.
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CHAPTER 7

POWER SUPPLIES

T basic method of obtaining a high voltage (ht) supply is to step 1.1p
1 an m mains supply via a transformer. At the same time the trans

former can be tapped, or provided with separate windings, to produce
.y other lower or intermediate voltages which may be required.
Voltage stepup, or step -tow n using a transformer is possible only with
an alternating current input. The resulting outputs also ac, from which
it follows that further components will he required in a power supply to
provide stepped -up or .10,13 direct current via/cages, such al required
for the anode of a valve. Basically this involves rectification of the trans-
formed voltage, with the addition of smoothing, if necemary, to remove
any remaining 'ripple' in the & output. rollost rrgulation may also be
necessary, even Wooly aimed at limiting the value of transient voltages
which may be introduced in the power supply circuit. In that case we
arc concerned with the peak inverse voltages (p.i.v.) which may be
developed as affecting the 1o:tiling of the components. Volt, ',Idiom
itself can be expressed as a percentage, six.

too(Et -Ea)
regulation (./0

E2

where Et is the no-load voltage (no
current flowing in the load
circuit).
Eau the full I.d voltage (rated
current flowing in load circuit).

Three basic rectifier circuits arc shown in Fig. 7.r. A single diode
will provide half --wave rectification. Two diodes can provide full wave
ectili.tion, with the circuit completed through the transformer centre

tap. Ahernatively the bridge type circuit may be used for full -wave
rectification.
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Either valves (diodes) or metal rectifiers can be used in such circuits.
Metal rectifiers have the advantage that they require no beater supply,
but have to be fitted with cooling fins to dissipate the beat generated by
their relatively high forward resistance. Valves also get hot, and both
need plenty of space within use cabinet and good ventilation. Power
supplies of these types, therefore, tend to be heavy and bulky.

1-4-3)-1 IOAa

HALF WA/£

LOAD

FV1.4

FIB 7,,

R.OlDOt

Silicon power diodes are now generally preferred to valves or metal
rectifier. They can be produoed in virtually mini.we size, require no
heater current, and have relatively low heating (and thus much higher
efficiency), because of their very low forward resistance. Whilst this
latter feature is 1,gIsly desirable, it does also emphasize the potential
weakness of the silicon diode to the possibility of high voltage surges
developing which will destroy the diode. Tlisis bemuse of the relatively
low pi.v. values such diodes c. withstand. Unfortunately, too, it
it also a characteristic of silicon diodes that they tend to fail in
shorted condition, rather than 'open., so that Callum of one diode in a
series could readily <ause the remainder to . as well.

Series connection of silicon diodes is generally necentary to realize the
ply. rating required. This is decided basically by the p.i.v. likely to be
developed by the rectifier circuit. In the case of a single diode circuit,
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The output from a rectifier circuit is pulsating G. To render this in the
form of smooth dr, filtering must be applied. Whfirt this may not be
strictly necessary for valve operation, it is absolutely necessary to
eliminate (or at Imo mt..) the 'huns. 03DIAID of the power supply
applied to various stago of a transmitter or receiver circuit

Effective smoothing of the supply is readily achieved by means of a
capacitor -i4.3 fill, which may be cit/scr single -section or two-section-
Fig. 7.3. The single -section filter is generally adequate for transmitter,

StNaltSECT 11$1lrOe1IWf101
Fig. 7.3

but the two section circuit is preferable for receive.. The addition of a
'bleed, resistor is generally recommend., int putpure being to dis-
charge the capacitors when the power supply is not in wt. T. value of
the bleeder resistance should be chosen so that it thaws to per cent or
Icr of the rated output current of the supply. (It can be calculated
directly as r000Efl ohms, where E is the output voltage, and I is the
load current in milliamps)

The ripple voltage remaining will be governed by die v.ue of
the capacitors and inductance. Typical values are 8 raid fur the
capacitor (although Cr can be reduced to prfd in the two -section
circuit), with an inductance of ao to yo henries. Ripple voltage will get
smaller =capacitance and inductance are made larger. Few problem,
arc imposed in matchi. component value, and satisfactory
smoothing is readily obtained. C.apaciturthiput filter circuits, however,
exhibit poor voltage -regulation properties when wed with varying
loath.

The chekroxp,fifier pros.e better voltage regulation, but less

effective smoothing. Again it can . singlerection or tw000rtion-
Fig. 7.4. The two -section circuit is generally superior as regards mouth -
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g. NOIC again the use of a 'bleeder' resistor to discharge the .paci.
tOrl.3 when the power supply is not in use.

The first inductance can, with advantage, be of the 'suinging
choke' type-that is, hadng 'swinging' characteristics over a range

of about 5 to 2o henries over the full output current range. highest
value will then apply when III.< LS no output load 011 the power sop.
ply other than the bleeder resistor. The second choice should then
have a constant inductance of to to henries with varying fr load
CUMULI..

With this type of circuit it is possible to use capacitors uith lower
rat. volmge than those necessary for a opacituoinput filter (which
have to ham a higher rating than the peak transformer voltage). How-
ever, a similar high voltage rating is usually advised, as in the event of
failure of the bleeder resistor the voltages would rise to these peak

figures.

0.0.1 V.I.,
Basically, the dr output voltage is about oog times the . voltage

acom the tramformer secondary in the cart of a single dicde or bridge
drcuit; .d about o.45 times the ae voltage acrors the transformer
secondary in the case of the bridge circuit. With capacitor -input
Men, the secondary rsu voltage required is thus [Iwo or 1 times the
required de output voltage, to allow for voltage drops in the rectifier and
filter circuits, .d in the traruformer itself. In the case of a centre.
tapped CSECISIL ILLS voltage must be developd across each side of the
scoots., centre tap.

With a choke -input filter circuit following the rectifter the required
transformer secondary voltage mn be ml.lated directly.from:

9,
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E 1 r (E.+I(R:±R") +4)moo
whoelS - full load oar secondary voltage.

E = required de output voltage.
(Mc open circuit voltage will tonally
be anything from 5 to to per cent
MO..)
E, = voltage drop in the rectifier.
R t. Ea = resistance in filter chokes.

Voltage Stabilization
basic method of obtaining voltage stabilization is by thy toe of a

voltage regulating tube in series with a limiting resistor, as shown in
Fig. 7.5.1, initial (urim,sulated) voltage needs to be high. than the

trtr

no 7.3

cutting voltage of the tub, which is umally about 5o per cent higher
than the operating voltage. The value of the limiting resistor is chosen
to just past the 17113thilUM tube current when there is no load current.
With load added. the tube tan then work down to it. minimum current
condition. Within this range the voltage drop of the tube I constant,
thus providing a point for tapping off a stabilised voltage. Voltage
regulation better than to per oast can readily be achieved; and with the
tubes in series, stabilization is forth= improved down to about t per
cent. The use of two tubes its series also enables two different values of
regulated voltage to he tapped. one from each tube.

Fig. 7.6 shows how Zener diodes can aho be used to stabilise a high

92

tension supply obtained from a mains transformer. The low wiltage
Zener diodes (7.1 and Zs) are simply connected in back-to-back con-
figuration across a low voltage winding on the transformer.

Bier {Wargo
Bias supply requirements are basically a fixed voltage of the required

value to set the operating point of a valve. The output should be well
filtered, and capacitor -input filtcrs are commonly preferred. A bleeder
resistor is effective as a voltage regulator since A provides a A path from
the grid to the cathode of the valve being biased. However, to be really
effective this will nerd a low resistance value so that the current Bowing
through the bleeder resistor is several times the maximum grid current
to be expected, which is wasteful of power.

In particular cases, therefore, A may be expedient to adopt more
efficient methods of bias voltage stabilisation. Two such stabilizing
circuits arc shown in Fig. 7.7. One uses a triode m a regulator, and the

1. 7.7
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Other VR tube. The latter is only applicable where the voltage and
<LRCM IDIDIRS 13J, tub. permit Die, LIDDliCalion.

Voltage Dhiders
The conventional type of voltage divider is hared on the circuit

shown in Fig. 7.8. Basically it comprises a series of resistors (or a resistor

ES.

7.8

with a series of tapping points), from which voltages lower than the
input voltage can be drawn by connecting to an appropriate esp. The
end resistor is oonsidered only as a 'bleeder., airrying a bleeder mirrent
which ix normally to per cent or less of thc total load current. The
values of resistors required then follow from:

=

Voltage lation is very poor with voltage dividen of this type
bemuse the voltage taken from any tap depends on the current drawn
from the tap (and will thus vary with varying I.d). Thus, whilst they
are suitable for constant load applimtiona, additional voltage regulation
would have to be applied for stabilimtion with varying loads.

POWX11 SUPPLIlift

l'aitage Multipliers
Rectifiers can also be used as voltage -multipliers, in integer factors-a

fact which can often be used to advantage. It is pcosible, for example, to
accept an cc input direct into a rectifier circuit, without having to
employ a transformer, and obtain bothrectificationandvoltage
doubling. Such a circuit is shown in Fig. y.9..6 capacitor is charged

DOUBLE DIODE

r V

r9I. 7.9

separately to the same de voltage from the two diodes and then dis-
charged in series into the same load circuit(ddoubting the de output
voltage °IA..).

Fig. 7.to shows an extension a this principle, utilising four diodes.

Fig. 7.10

The output fromthiscircuit provides both voltage doubling and
voltage quadrupling.

AI With voltage dividers, vo/tage multipliers tendto offer poor
95
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value of the lower arm of the bridge. Voltage stabilisation of !setter than
t per cent is claimed for this circuit, with a transformer voltage change
of up to 13 per cent.

Transistor Paton Supplies
Transistor circuits require only low voltages and thus considerably

simplify power supply requirements, particuL.y as only a single
voltage A usually required. They may, however, be fed from a MAIN
supply, in which case similar requirements apply as regards rectifica-
tion and smoothing, following the 111.1111S transformer. For voltage
stabilization, a 'Leiter diode A Itorrnally employed (the 7.ener diode A
virtually the counterpart of the VR tube in higher voltage circuits).

A typical modern transistor power supply circuit is shown in Fig. 7.1g,

HAY RADIO

voltage regulation, although this is leas marked with silicon diodes as
compared with diode valves and metal rectifiers.

Venable Voltage Supplies
A simple type of variable voltage supply for use with a constant

voltage power supply is shown Fig. t. This circuit eliminates

Fig tit

thrift resistor, at a source of voltage drop and as a consequence main-
tains a substantially constant source impedance. Volt, regulation is
also provided, as well as voltage variation via the variable resist°,
although the degree of stabilithtion will deteriorate witli increasing
voltage output It is, however, another example of how simple circuits
can often be used to provide solutions to particular requirements in
transmitter and/or receiver working.

Stabilizer Value Ueda Supplie,r
The heater supply for valves tends tis be regarded as non critical, and

conveniently supplied direct from a separate low voltage coil on thc
mains transformer, without rectification. As a minimum precaution, it
is generally desirable to use reparnte heater supplies (e.g. separate
transformer mils) for oscillator valve; and soilage stabilization may
well also be considered as a method of further improving the overall
subility of the nage(s) insolved.

A simple circuit which offer, considerable possibilities in this respect
is shown in Fig. 7., employing two Zener diodes in back-to-back
bridge circuit configuration. The variable °castor acts as a trimmer to
set up the circuit, iu value being about 2o per cent of the total resistance
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Lion. Layer.type Lechland...type dry batteries, for example, come in
convenient, small 'packages' for 9 -volt supplies, up, An equivalent
battery in, say, nickel -cadmium celb, would be very mixt, larger.
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CHAPTER 8

AERIALS

D211021.1.11any aerial is 2 wire through which rjeurrents flow, these
currents either being fed directly into the wire from a transmitter for

broadcasting or collected by the wire itself from emissions present in the
vicinity of the aerial. To consider the performance of an aerial in any
detail it A first necessary to consider the factor, which affect Me prop,
gation of radio frequency waves. SUfil 1,11, nh. already been
explained (Chapter 1), radiate from a 2/111[G with the speed of light,
with firpseary and trattlragth inversely dependent. Such waves are,
however, subject to:

t. Poltnizalinn which also affects the dirrairdy A the waver. This is
usually determined with respect to the lines of force A Me electrostatic
field. If these are vertical or perpendicular to the earth's surface the
wavc is said us be vertimlly polarized. If parallel to the earth, the wave
A said to be horizontally polarAed. The clectro-magnetic component A
at right angles to the electro-static component, and so the lines of force
of the electro-rnagnetic field are Imrizontal with a vertically polarized
wave and vertical with a horizontally polarized wave.

g. Rcfiernon-at surfaces of discontinuity, such as the susface of the
earth, and at different Ayers of ionized air present A the earth's
atmosphere.

3. flefrartim-specifically when passing through the ionized layers in
(a).

y. Dig5arrion -or betiding of the wave caused by passing some form
of barrier at a shallow angle.

Significant aerial parameter arc:
Angle of ReAaraCa. This is the effective angle over which the r/

radiated, measured in a vrAical plane with respect to a tangent to the
arth's surface at the transmitting point. It is not necessarily a well

defined angle, but more a broad angular region, dependingon the type
100
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of aerial. The angle of radiation is also determined by the polarization,
height above ground and the nature of the surrounding ground.

Die00010-0e the pattern of power radiation. All aerials tend to
radiate more power in certain directions than others and thus have
directivity in both vertical and horizontal planes (and all intervening
planet).

Two types of waves arc actually produced by a radiating aerial, one
of which travelling along the surface of the earth A milled the around
acne, e.g. see G, Fig. 8.1. The ground wave must be vertically polarized

Fig. 8.1

in order to induce a current in the ground travelling along iu surface.
The range of such a wave depends on the natured the ground (less
energy is lou travelling over the surface Minter than land, for example)
and the frequency of the wave. At higher frequencies Al range drops
very rapidly, and so the ground wave A relatively melt= for frequencies
above about y NfHz.

Air waves (or sky waves) may be transmitted direct (e.g. see D in
Fig. 8.1), or be reflected off all ionic layer in Al earth, atmosphere-
Rt. There is also the possibility of an air wave passing through one
lame (where it will be subject to refraction), and then being reflected
off a higher layer-RI. Note also that in the me of a direct wave. (D)
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there may also be a component reflected off the earth's surface; also the
range may be extended beyond 'line of sight' by refraction.

Ground waves are largely free from external 'interference, although
their significance can largely be ...awned far amateur transmissions.
Direct 'lint of sight' air waves are liable to be affected by local areas of
atmospheric disturbanu, which can also affect the extension of range
which may be provided by refraction. Reflected air waves are much
more liable to seasonal, daily, and in some cases even hourly variations
due to changes taking place in the ionized belts.

Rather than get too involved in the technicalities concerned-which
art worthy of separate study by the serious amateur radio enthusiast-
ic is best fors simple study to consider optimum conditions in terms of
my eagle and other requirement* whkh may affect the performance at
specific transmitting frequencies, We then largely have the general
range conditions shown in Fig. 8.s. The ground wave vrill give reception

8.a

over a relathely short distance, after which the signals will be teo weak
to be of much use. Depending on the wave angle (and the layer from
which the air wave is reflected), there will Men be a zone known as the
skip Lone where the signals will be very weak, und at some greater
Msumce the reflected wave returns. Considering the separate bands:

Afil.c. Low angle radiation is ben for longest distance. High
angle radiation will cause fading towards the end of Elie pound
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ndrange. Waves at all angles however, be generally reflected
so the extent of the skip zone will be dependent on specific limi-

tations to angle of radiation. V polarization is generally to be

preferred.
p, Mil,. Basically the same as for t. Mils, with again a favouring of
low angle radiation for maximum range. Polarization is relatively
unImportant.
y 88/14. Angle of radiation I best limited to 45 degrees as most higher
angle radiation will not be reflected. Higher angles may, however, be

used effectively during sunspot activity. Horizontal polarization is to be
preferred, but this is not usually a significant factor.

31111. Angles of radiation should he below so degrees for maximum
range, but may be reduced for shorter distances. Maximum angle
(beyond which reflection is lost) is about go degrees. Polarization is not
signal., although horizontal polarization is preferred.

31114.1.ow angles of radiation are preferred for maximum range, e.g.
not more than lo degrees. LOISes are high with higher angle.. Polariza-
tion is not important as far as performance is corn-ctn., but may have
some bearing on TV interference. The main thing as regards polariza-
tion is that a should be the same at both transmitter a. receiver.
yo Alik. The lowest passible angle of radiation is to be preferred. The
same comments as for a8 MHz apply as regards polarization.

Frequeng and Effinolg
Considering an aerial wire of infinite length, like application of if

to one end will result in the formation of standing waves of rf along the
aerial length-Fig. 8.3

VOLTA.
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My practical aerial must necessarily have a finite length, the effect of
giving the aerial a definite end being to induce a reflection of current
back from that end. These reflections will thus superimpose themselves
on the standing waves, producing a measure of amplitude increase or
decrease, depending on the phase difference present.

The most significant effect is produced when the aerial wire is one
half wavelength long. The effect is to yield two current peal. coincident
at the centre, yielding the typical 'lemma and voltage distributions
shown in Fig. 8.4. Since the field strength produced by the aerial is

HALF WAVELENGTH
VC TA GE CVRRfIVT

11
Fig. 8.4

directly proportional to the of current present, this represents an
optimum condition. It also follows that the length of aerial required can
readily be thIculated as one half the wavelength of the y' signal to be
transmitted, referred to as the resonant aerial length.

Such an aerial is known as a half-unot anial, more popularly called a
dips& (also sometime, variously known as a Hertz aerial or doublet). It
forms the basis of a number of practical aerial designs, and also a
standard for comparison of performance of any other type Of aerial.

The free space radiation pattern °froth an aerial is shown in Fig. 8.5.
The circles are representative of solid 'lobes' of radiation, from which
the directivity is fairly obvious. For <XAmple, maximum radiation is at
right angles to the wire, with zero radiation along the direction of the
wire itself. Thus if the aerial is venial] with respect to the earth's
surface, field strength will be a maximum in a horizontal direction, and
uniform in all horizontal directions, If the aerial h horizontal, then the
relative field strength will depend on the direction of the receiver
relative to the transmitting aerial wire orientation. In practice, of
course, the actual radiation pattern can be nualified by reflection from

l04
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the ground, but that will only affect downward inclined radiations.
This effect can be used to reinforce themr radiations at the mat
desirable angle-the lower the radiation angle required, the higher the
aerial should be.

It would also appear at first sight that vertical arrangement of the
aerial would be preferable to horizontal since this would concentrate

Fig. 13.,

the radiations horizontally. However this will also increase the ground
lases (pankularly at higher frequencies) and so overall there islittle
dilTerence in cases where polarization is not important. A long horizontal
aerial's also easier to erect than a similar length of vertical aerial. The
main limitation with the horizontal aerial is that it will show increasing
directivity effects with increasing frequency, where the angle of effective
radiation beamos increasingly Ins,

The actual resonant aerial length required aka tothe effective
electrical length rather than the physical length of the wire. The
electrical length is arrived at by deducing an 'end correction' from the
calculated physical length, this quantity normally being taken as 5 per
cent of the calculated physical length-MrTable 10. In general this
length u calculated for the mid -frequency oldie band involved and the
appropriate dedendum applied, depending on the type of aerial. The
sarte treatment applies for other resonant lengths, e.g.full -wave or
quarter -wave aerials. There is not normallymuch call to use a full -wave
atrial, although a quarter -wove aerial may be convenient where itis

necessary, or denrable, to reduce aerial length.
In this case a vertical aerialis generally bat, connected directly to

10,



at, l,meal circuit-Fig. 8.6. In working 11113 provides a
:ect, equivalent to doubling the aerial length. llori-

aerials ears, ilOWOlfr, be similarly effective.
Gronmird mr1.11s are useful for lower frequency working
(e.g. g5 NIllx and particularly t 8 bins), to avoid the excessive wire

lengths which %mold otherwise needed for half -wave aerials. They
are also particularly popular for vertical M.( aerials, especially cist

receivers or transceivers, although their efficiency in such eases can be
greedy reduced lithe set is not connected to an efficient external earth.

MuUi-band Amid,
The subject of 'optimum' aerial design is complex and needs con-

siderable Rudy, and experimental verification. The relative newcomer
to amateur radio work is well advised to stick to simple, established
designs, such as the dipole, and aim at the best possible siting (deter-
mined by practical tests, if necessary.).

A well proven 'Randal.' design fora multi -band dipole A shown in
Fig. 8.7. If the length L A made 5t R. (n5, metres), or one half this
value if space A restricted, good reception should be possible on all
bands from t -8 Mlle to a Mffix. The corRaponding length of the
feeder section is 81 2 (1,6 metres) for an open wire feeder; or 29 R.

A6RIALS

6 in. (9 metres, if a 3oo ohm ribbon feeder is used. (A half-length aerial
would use half these feeder lengths.) Connection to the trantIllitterff0111
the bottom of the feeder to the aerial tuning lead can then bc made by
any length of 8o ohm coaxial cable, , to a maximum a about too
feet.

Such nn aerial will, of course, be directional, since it is a horizontal
dipole. lf necessary, two or three such aerials car, erected in dilTerent

L
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alignmenu, arrangi, to switch the transmitter (or receiver) from om to
the other to explore directional possibilities.

There are, of course, many other forms a directional aerials, and
much more compact tyms can bc for ohf, e.g. television type aerial

arrays.

Din...on, 4,11
Remaining with simple aerial derigns, the vertical dipole has omni-

directional characteristics, the chirflimitation Ming the height required
for half -wave rmonance at short-wave fremencies. This c, he halved
by adopting a quarter -wave resonant length.

Thc so-called ground -plane aerial is also widely recommended for
multidirectional DX (distance) us:irking. comprises, basically a
Mph half -wave rnollant vertiCal length, or radiator, with fom radials
arranged at 90 degrees in a horizontal plane, tn. slightly a,led down-
yeards-Fig. 8.8. These radials arc aho of half -wavelength but
uncorrected (no dedendum). The fecdpoint Mpedance varies with the
slope a d. radials; so the impedance of the coaxial mble must be
selected accordingly, or the slope adjusted to arrive at a inatchi,
impedance (increasing the downward slope a thy radials increases thy
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Fig. So

impedance). With horizontal radials the impedance is of the order of
20-30 ohms on a 14 Mfh half wave resonant aerial, 06 ft. I I in.
radiator length).

Another simple type of directional aerial is the simple quad, com-
prising a single loop or double loop of wire M square configuration,
preferably rOl3LIble-Fig. 8.g. The dimensions shown are oonsistent

tab
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with t.s MHz and 2 t MHz working. The double loop arrangement IS
preferred for greater gain. The coaxial cable connecting to the aerial
should have an impedance of at least m ohms, and preferably a some-
what higher value.

Fide, Lint,
TransrnittcY circuits are normally dexigned to give 0131.11SIIIIR power

output feeding into a load of about 7o ohms (e.g. ya ohms is a widely
uscd value). Lints connecting the rf transmnsion to the aeritd can be
either non -resonant. or resonant. In the former case adjustment is

^---4 -4

co,

Th,r7Ig

merely a matter of adjusting the terminating resistance to match the
characteristic impedance of the line, the aerial itself being resonant at
Mc required frequency and the line so connected that the aerial impe-
dance 'seems' the right value when looked at by the line. Matching is,
however, only possible A one frequency (cquiva.t in practice to a
narrow frequency band), m that such a FIVER, IS only suitable for
working on one band.

Some typical non -resonant Ads are Mown in Fig. Sm. With a
single-ssire Ad the attachment point can be critical and also the feeder
must run away from Me aerial at right angles for a eutataatial distance
in order to avoid interaction. A very good earth conneedon is also

109
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length nor the aerial length is critical. Any marked departure from
resonant aerial length can, however, upset the balance of the feeder.
The end -fed type with resonant feeders is generally known as 8 Zepp
(Zeppelin) aerial.

WP'AINIAL

vr-'42--- -r*ar

k-88/2

rr-H. rogol

2 Li

f7P1 fowl
Fig. 8.r7

HAY RADIO

necessary for mtisfactory operation. With twisted wires, centre attach-
ment ispossible, the winos beingGO have a surge impedance
equal to the aria 7o ohms impedance at the MOMofthe Stella itself.
Adjustment of impedance match can be attempted by untwisting and
Tanning' of the wire where they join the aerial.

Both these simple ,Sterns have a number or limitation and a7o
(or 7a) ohm co -axial feed is generally to be preferred. The outer con-
dor) can he earthed, if desirable, to forma screen.

Open feeders may also be used, although here them is a difficulty in
matching the impedance to thatthe ransminion line. Some pro-
prietary feeders of this type may be available with an impedance of 70
ohms, bra home-made feeders normally have much higher impedance
due to the necemity of employing practical spacing for the two wires. In
this case some other means must be adopted to match the line to the
acriaL

One solution, again, is to fan out the ends of the feeder (Fig. 8.11),

e..11411/

w -4
600 OW OPINFECOE,

Afir LAWG17,

JS X War 04441740

e...

although a more satisfactory solutionis to use the impedance -tram-
forming properties of a quarter -wave line. This systemis generally
known as aQ.aerial -.weFig. 8.sa-comprisinga quarter -wave
impedanee matching section with close spaced conductors.

Two -wire mount luv configurations are shown in Fig. 8.13. The
basic advantage offered by such systems are simplicity of adjustment
and considerable ...ability as regards the frequencyrange over which
web systems will operate. Either quarter- or half -wave resonant lines
can be used as feeders, although with a suitable ay ia tuner neither this
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&alai, Aerial,
Basically all the properties of a radiating aerial apply to receiving

ACTieb, and the optimum design of a receiving aerial would be based on
similar characteristics to that of a particular transmitter. This can be
particularly significant where directivity and polarity are important.
However, a receiver aerial is likely to be called upon to cover a much
broader range.

The simplest form of receiving aerial is merely a wire of no specific
length. This acts as a conductor for a wide range of radiated waves.
Basically the longer the wire the greater the energy extracted by the
aerial, but this need not be carried to extremes. Because of the high
sensitivity of modern receivers relatively short aerial I,ths can be
quite effective. Performan. can, however, be improved considerably
by the use of tuned aerials because of the greater signal-to-noise ratio

provided.
Ina complete IMOD, it it usually COnVellittlt to ote 111C Mlle aerial

thr both transmitting and receiving. This will be a tuned aerial as
regards the band(s) or direct interest, and logically erected under
optimum condition, A simple changeover switch can then transfer the
aerial connections from transmitter to receive, and vi. versa.

There are caws, however, where a separate receiver aerial may be
preferable, ,g. in the caw of a directional aerial It will be better from
a receiving point of view if this aerial is deigned to be thuemely
directional at the espense of pin. This will improve the signal.to-noise
ratio, leaving the receiver dead* itself to provide all the necessary
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CHAPTER 9

OPERATING AN AMATEUR STATION

1,11N9TIONAL requirements a any operating station are that the
r receiver and transmitter should be located in such a v., that the
controls arc readily maniptdated and 'read', as necessary. with the
equipment aho located so that tiltrt is a minimum of delay in changing
from Intrismiwion to reception, and vice versa. The space in front °idle
equipment should be uncluttered, leaving room for the proper location
of a key for or transmission-plus space for taking notes, etc.

Thousands of words can be-and have been-written about this
subject orlayour; whether the receiver is best located to the right of the
transmitter rather than the bit (for a right-handed operator), and so on.
But basically this is an individual problem, affected by such factors as
the bulk of equipment involved, space available, and whether or not a
permanent layout 610 be planned from the Stir,

'fbebrEl type of Ryon. A usually one which can be derived by 'trial
and error' methods: tnin,Itieh positions nem let for the equipment,
arranged in the available space and based around a table or bench at
which the openstor sits. Aim fora lo,aral amngement which aVOI.
excessive or uncomfortable arm movements, or crossing movements of
the anus. Try to make every operation involved as ea, possible.

No rigid initial plan will the best answers to all these
problems; and CVC11 experience will not necessarily show where changes
are desirable. As a 'controller', the human being readily adapts and con-
forms to necessary movements, even if three involve a degree of dis-
omfort or strain. The body will then tolerate these conditions, even

though working efficiency may be impaired. Look for these 'phnical
snags' when lint setting up the station

Certain devices .n alto be incorporated to improve efficiency.
Dials may be easier to read if angled slightly towards the operator, for
example. Changeover from transmission to receiving, and vice versa,
can be speeded by arranging this to be accomplished by the key itself
for ere; or by a voice operated changeover device (VOX) for telephony
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(although a push -to -talk switch on microphone is probably as good).
Some operators prefer a foot -operated switch for changeover-although
this does not fit in to well with the lounging attitude many operators
soon find themselves adopting for telephony.

Wonting trehnique
The golden rule for all novice operators with their first transmitter is

to be a 'listener' fin,. Become familiar with the standard procedure-
calls and answers-before being tempted to project your own signal to
unknmvn listeners. This is particularly important if you are operating on
telegraphy, where b language is code, with the emph.s on the use of
abbreviations. Familiarity with the code abbreviatiorn is tornrial for
proper oimmunication, although it will take son, time bathre famili-
arity with all the abbreviatimu is mastered. At least study and master
the main ones likely to be used, and required, first.

Note, too, how code is also used in telephony. A station calling and
asking for anyone hearing him to reply, sa,, -"CQCQGQ.
This is WXYZ" (the call sign of tIlL station transmitting), which he may
(or shoukl) follow by speaking this phonetically, and terminate with
"Over". (lk may interposeb locality of the station before over').
The GOrt0Iporttbng rat mll would bet

CQ CQ Oa DE (a separation sign) WXYZ (the call sign) K (for

Calls should be kept short (my calling fabout 10 seconds or to,
followed by a similar period or slightly longer of listening for a reply).
But before a, call is made a period of listening 5i10111d be observed first
in order to check that the particular frequency is not already in use.
Listen long enough to cover a typical 'call and reply' period. The
original caller may be out of range, but a replying station may not, and
you could break in on the reply with your call.

Answering a CQ should follow similar brevity, ming althre,ated
code on no, and code letters and a minimum of wo. in telephony.
AI, follow any instructions wtheh may be gi,n regarding answering
frequency.

A reply takes the form of a brief aanowledgement. Basically:
"WXYZ" (repeating the calling ttatimi call dg(-"this is ARCO"

(the receiving station call sign), which can then be repeated phonetic-
ally in voice; and finally "tit.," (or K in telegraphy).

t t6
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The only elaboration on this likely to be necessary is a repetition of
your own call sign to give him a second (or in poor conditions posaibly a
third) chance to make a note of your station. In the case of DX, then
locality could be added to your call sign.

Nothing more is needed. The contact and 'introduction? have been
made.

Generally a CQes is looking fora reply on the same frequency on
which he is transmitting. To be sure of this the (answering) transmitter
tan be 'spotted' on this frequen, by sera beating the mewed signal
with the transmitter Of,. The method used depends on the design of the
transmitter, the type of emission involved, and the characteristics of the
receiver.

This may also have to be done in reverse, working on nhf. If the
replier is using a maul controlled transmitter, for °sample, he will
probably not be on the exact frequency and may have no me., of
'spotting' his transmitter. In that case the original sender may first
have to 'hunt' on either side of his original frequency to locate the
answering call, when he can conveniently spot his own transmitter on
that frequency.

Transmitter spotting is becoming an increasingly important technique
to learn and apply as frequency stability becomes a more important
feature of equipment design, and receiver designs become more sharply
peaked. Transmitter spotting must, however, always be conducted with
the transmitter off the air (i.e. the aerial isolated in such a manner that
it is not radiating a signal during the spotting adjustment) to avoid
'sweeping the band concerned with interference.

Transceivers simplify operation to a considerable extent, not only
because of the greater completness of the equipment but oho bemuse
the transmitter frequency is locked to the receiver frequency. This means
that tuning in the receiver to a particular frequency will also lock the
transmitter on to this frequency. Thus the two stations in contact are
operating on precisely the same frequency without the necessity of
"spotting the transmitter, or using extra band space.

When designed as rak voice transceiscrs, however, this automatic
'spotting' does not necessarily apply to RV. A tuned -in RV transmission
will very likely he heard as a note, indicating that the signal is off-
freqUen, SS far as the receiver Ifo is mncemed. Retuning to 11-313311ii

On the true frequency of the eve station will then throw the receiver off
t
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frequency to rite point where b incoming signal is zero beat with the
receiver bfo, and no signal may be heard at AL To overcome this, rose
transceivers arc provided with a separate control, often called a 'delta
tuner' to enable the receiver frequency to be varied by a few kHz wits -
out changing the transmitter frequency. The transmitter can then be ac-
curately "spotted' whilst retaining independent frequency tuning of the
receiver over the limited range required for satisfactory no reception.

Bresity should he maintained once contact is established. It is good
general practice to limit single transmissions to not more than about
thirty seconds at the mash or shorter than this if (Ile necessary topic

es .ge can le put over intelligibly. Long messages-even in tele-
or

phony-can result in part not being assimilated by the teceiver (too
much information sent at one time); or part can be lost completely
through fading and interference (which can reduce intelligibility of the
complete message and make it difficult to guess, or even query clearly,
the gaps). Note, too, how brcvity also includo the avoidance of
WNW., repetitions.

The use of air space u otherwise very similar to good manners in
ordinary convensation. Give the other fellow a chance to 'talk'. Et
dear about what you arc saying or asking. And do not butt in on other
conversatirou (altough there .e obvious exceptions Isere, whets .g.l
manners' dictate that you butt its at an appropriate point, not in the
middle of a message).

with all other 'operational techniques', it is practice and experience
which counts in the end. No amount of 'Ixook Is -arising' can make a
competent --and confident-radio operator. Too much wordage on
what to do and slut not to do, in fact.. probably more confusing than
helpful. lhere are OM, to be learnt, particularly the cod. mod. They
need to heroine a natural second language-and the save of a language

nnot be I.rnt properly from the written word. It has to be listened
to, and spoken (whether in telegraphy or code, its the ease of 'radio
language.).

THE MORSE. CODE
This is the original telegraphic subsequently adopted as an inter.
tsstional radio code. Although generally trferred to as the Morse Code,
it don differ in some specs from the original (although this is only

OPLIATINO AN ASIAT6OR STATION
of historic interest). It is a true international code, recognized by all
countries, although Mere may be individual preferences for rendering
of the numerals 9 and o (ur altcmatiwes in the list below).

A diwIall S dldidie
B dah.di41Lelie T dish

C datedidalwebt U di.didall
D dandidit V eildislidah
E din W dislandah
F dandidi-dah
G dah-dahulit Y dab -di -dab -dab
H dahulah.eRdit
I didit didalwdalodandah
J di-dah-dandah 2 didisialedah-dah
K daledidah 3 di..di-dal,.
L didnhdidie 4 didi.didi-dah
M daletlah 5 distislislislit
N dalwelie 6 dah-dididi.die
O dandandah dah-dandi-di-dit
P dislatedandit 8 dahslandaledi-dit
Q daledah-di.dals 9 dahalalwilah.dandit (es daledit)
R didandie o daledaldandah.dah (er long

dish)

The following is the usual treatment of punctuation in Morse:

Question mask daledididah-dit
Full stop dialahalidandidah
Comma, or exclamation mark dandandislidaledah
Stake dairdidialandit

Nae that a Murat message is commonly sent in abbreviated code
language, rather than letter for e.g. ming the Q code or moos -
!Weed abbneviationx

113e following specific also apply to Morse procedure:
-

(di -dab -di -dab -die) 1, .1 of message

CS (dislandidislit) wait
(datedisstah-cli4dah) call

K (dah-di-dah) imitation co vammit
VA (didislislaididah) end of work

dahslidiarlidah break sign
disIXdiattelbdidit error

1 1 9
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AMATEUR ABBREVIATIONS

The folbwing simple code A widely used by amateurs and internation-
ally recognized.

AA Used after a question mark to request repetition of after
All Used after 4 q11L11.10$1 mark to request repetition of 'all before ...'
Alr End of tsarsmission
55 Wait, or stand by
BE To intern, a transmission in pro,ss
BY Used after A question mark to mensal. repetition of 'all between...

EY To separate Atkin. from teat, or text from signature
C Y.
CFA! Confirm, or I confirm
CL I am dosing my station
CQ General call to all nations
Dfi Used to tePacale the call -sign of the station called from that of the

calling station
ER Please transmit
IMI Qpery, or repeat

. (nr . Am<rican practice)
N No
NIL I have nothing to send r011
NW' Now
OK Agreed, r correct

Rsit ,o

RpT Repeat (or I repeat)
TFC 'Frank
W Words
WA
WB Myth before

Words after

The following abbreviations of 'amateur radio.e. are generally
understood by all Engliali.spraking enthusiasts.

ABT About BA Butter amplifier
ADR Address BC Broadout
AGN Again 00 Broadcast interference
ANI Any BCL Bicudcast listener
ANT Antenna (aerial) RUNE Be seeing you
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S6 Gard signal strength

Mcderately strong signals
S8 Strong ng".1.
S9 VerY ttrong signal

F-atresnely sough hissing no,
1.2 Very rough unnuoicd note
Ty Rough low-pitch..le note with trace of muneality
Ty Rather rough et note, moderately musical
Ty Musically modulated note
T6 Modulated note, slight trace of whisdc
T7 Good de note. smooth ripple
T8 Good de note, trace of ripple
To Pure de note

It will be appreciated that the , signals apply only to telegraphy.
The 'Readability' and 'Signal Strength' parts tit- the code may be used
either with telegraphy or telephony.

lie following may also , appcnded to RST code answers:

X if the note appears to be crystal controliod
D if there appears to bc drift
K if there arc
C if Mere is 'chirp'

PHONETIC CODES

Since many letters sound very similar on telephony it is often nttmary
to spell out words or names, letter -by -letter, in phonetic substitutes.
Again, to avoid pinsible confusion, standard phonetic sulntitutes should
he used, not those devised on the spur of the monsent I The following
two standard phonetic codes arc in widespread use and generally
understocd.

ICAO code AR RL code
(goteral to world radio (wed 1, radio
Intices whom tempo,
au the Roma dAtatort) mod Gouda)

A ALFA ADAM
li BRAVO BAKER
C CHARLIE

2 'AVID"D DELTA

123



QAM

QAP

OAR

QPP

QHM

QIF

QJA

0.J0

41.
QJ.

QJF

0.J.
QJ.

Q.IK

0 -LM

QMD
Qh111

QhIL

QMU
QRJ
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What istalatat available metarologkalobservationfor (place)?
The observation made at (time) was ...
Shall I listen for you (or for ...) on-ke?
Listen for me (or for ...) on-kc
May I stop listening on the watch frequency for-minutes?
You may stop listening on the watch frequency for-minuta
have we worked afar in this contest?
We have worked before in this contest

will tune from the high end of the and towards the middle
(Used after a all or (IQ.)
What frequency wing?
He is using -kc
h my RTTY (t-tape, t-IsffS) rearad?
It is reversed
Shill I use (t-TTY, s-reperf)? (For turn,
Use ( t -tepee)
Check your R1TY (1-TC, --auto bead, g-reperf, h-Printer,
7-keyboard)
Shall I transmit (t -ktters, 2-figs)? (For R1TY)
Transmit ( r -tears, 2-figs)
Shall I send (1-wick, o-narrow, g-marea) RTTY shift?
Your RTIT JUR is (1-wide, 2-narrow, 3-oorrect)
Das my WM signal cheek out OK?
Your R1TY signal checks out OK
Shall I transmit (a-tat tape, --tat sentence) by RTTY?
Transmit (1-test tape, 2-teat sentence) by RTTY
Shall I transmit continuous (t-mark. 2-spa.) RTTY signal?
Transmit oontinuous (s-mark, st-space) signal
Are you receiving continuous 0 -tesark, o-tpace, 3-mark bias.
{-sperm b.)?
I ant receiving continuous (s-mark, s-space, 3-mark bias,
4--.Phce b,iss)
I will tune for answers from the law end of the band toward de
middle

will tune G. answers from my frequency down
I will tune for answers from the middle of the band toward the
high end
I will tune from answers from the middle of the band toward
the low end
I will tune for answers from my frequency upward
Can you copy me?

InaHAY .11510
EECHOEDWARD
FFOXTROTFRANK
G GOLFGEORGE
HHOTELHENRY
IINDIAIDA
JJULIETTEJOHN
KKILOKING
LLIMALEWIS
M MIKEMARY
NNOVESIBERNANCY
O OSCAROTTO
PPAPAPETER
Q QUEBECQUEEN
RROMEOROBERT
SSIERRASUSAN
T TANGOTHOMAS
UUNIFORMUNION

VICTORVICTOR
W WHISKEYWILLIAM
X X-RAYX-RAY
YYANKEEYOUNG
ZZULUZEBRA

THE INTERNATIONAL Q CODE
The Q code was first introduced in1912 U an ink/1.1100A code for
ship radio operators to enable them to communicate with shore stations
in different countries without a, language barrier. The code originally
consisted of fifty there -Inter signab prefmed by Q (i.e. V identified
the code, the two following letters being the significantpart of the
signal). The code las subsequently been extended considerablyin

menage average, boshofficially and unofficially(e.g.by signals
adopted by amateurs to eerier situations not embraced by the official
code).

The following is an abridged lin of Q signals mon likely to be wed,
or heard, 00 amateur transmissionn. Note that in the majority of cases a
particular signal can be a qumion or an answer, i.e. the original signal
transmitted , a question isrepeated , an answer, with additional
information added as appropriate.
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QRA

QR.

QRD

QRE

QRF

QRG

QR/I

till

QRR

QR..

QRM

QRN

QRO

QRP

QRQ
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C.) You ropy  .--?
',able to copy you
Unable to MI, -
What if the name of your station?
The name of my station is ...
How far approximately are you from my station?
The approximate distance between our station is ... nautical
miles (or kilometre.)
Where are you bound for and where am you from?
I am bound for ... from ...
What is your estimated time of arrival at ... (or over ...)
(place)?
My estimated time of arrival at ... (or over ) (O.") b

hours
Are you returning to ... (place)?
I am returning to... (place) or
Return to ... (place)
Will ou tell me my exact frequency (or that of ...)?
Your exact frequency (or that of ...) is ... k. (or Mc.)
Does my frequency vary?
Your frequency varies
How is the tone of my transmission?
The tone of your transmintion is ...
r. good variable 5. bad
Are you remising roe badly? Are my signals weak?
I am receiving you Your signals arc too weak
What u . intelligibility cols, signals (or those of...)?
ilia intelligibilicy of your signals (or those of...) a ...
m. bad 2. poor S. fair 5. good 5. excellent
Are you Way?
I am bury (or I am bury with ...). Please do not interfere
Are you being inter.. with?
(3. nil R. slightly S. moderately ... reverely 5. extremely)
Are you troubled by nark?
I am troubled by stable

...lightly moderately y. severely 5 vcmdy)
Shall I increase transmitter power?
Increase trananitter power
Shall I decrease transmitter power?
Decrease trarundtter power
Shall I send faker?
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HAL RADIO

QSO Cm you communicate with ... direct (or by relay)?
I can °annoyed.. with ... direct (or by relay through .)

QSR Shall I repeat the call on the calling frequency?
Repeat your . on the oiling frequency; did not hear you (or
ham interference)

QSS What working frequency will you We
I will use the working frequency kc

QST Calling all radio amateurs
QSU Shall I send or reply on this frequency (or on ... ke),

Send or reply on this frequency (or on ... kc)

QSV Shall I send a series of V's on dis frequency (or
Send a series of V's on this frequency (or ... kc)

QSW Will you send on this frequency (or on ... kc),
am going to send on this frequency (or on ....)

QSX Will you listen m ... (eau sign(s)) on ko?

I am ksteming to ... (call sign(s)) on ... Ice

QSY Shan I change to transmission on another frequency?
Change to transmission on another frequency (or on ... kc)

QSZ Shall I send each word or group mom than once?
Seal each word or group twice (or ..  time)
Cancel message number ...

QTC How many message have you to send?
I have... messages you (or for...)

QTR What is the comet time?
The correct time is ... hour*

QT., Will you send your, eel sign Ibr timing purposes or so that your
frequency can he measured now (or at ... hours) on ... kc?
I will send my call sign for tueng purpeoci or so that my fre-
quency may be menses'. now (or at ... hours) on ... kc

QTU What am the hours during which ,r nation is open?
Sty station is open from ... to ... hours

QTV Shall I stand trued kr you on the frequency of... kc (from ...
to... hem)?
Stand guard for mean the frequency of .... (from... to hours)

QTX Wdl , keep your station open for further communication with

1until
further nonce (or until ... hours)

will keep my station open for further communication with
you until further notice (or until ... boon)

QUA Have you neat of ... sign)?
Here is news of (ea. sigh)

118

OPERATING AN ARATRUR STATION

QUE Can you use telephony in ... (language). with interpreter if
necessary; if ea, on what frequencies?
I can use telephony in ... (language) on ... he

QUH Will you give me the present barometric pressure at tea level?
The present barometric pressure at lea level is ... tunic.)

QUE. Can you tell me the condition of the sea observed at ... (plate
or ea -ordinate)?
The tea at ... (place or co-ordinatea) is...
I will keep my station open for further communication with you
until further notice (or ... hours)

These signals are often used in a slighdy different sense by amateurs,
namely as specific signab,

QRA location
QRC frequency
QRI bad note
QR interference from other stations
QRN intefferertre from atmospherics or local dECITIOG apparatus
QRO high power
QRP low power
QRT dose down
QRX stand by
t*B fading
QSD bad sending
QSL vetiftration card
QS0 radio contact
Q.SP relay mcmage
QSY change of frequency

-
Q114 location

129



APPENDIX I

AMATEUR TRANSMITTING LICENCES

Tv is a statutory requirement that before anyone can operate an
.L an radio station in Great Britain he (or she) must first obtain
a suitable licence .111 the Ministry Posts and Telccommunirotions.
The basic requirements Dr obtaining a licence are:

1. The applicant must be over 14 years Ad.
a. The applicant must supply proof of British nationality. (Foreign

amateurs who wish to operate in the U.K., such as during a temporary
visit, can apply fora special G3 three -letter call -sign and Sound Licence
C).

3. The applicant must pass a written technical examination.
4. The applicant must also pass a Morse Code tat in order to qualify

fora 'DIP licence, i.e. Amateur (Sound) Licence A. No Morse tat is
requital to obtain an Amateur (Sound) Licence B, or an Amateur
(Television) Licence.

Amateur (Sound) Lima A covers operation on Morse, speech and radio
teleprinter IRTTY) in Al the appropriate amateur bands-AV Table t 1.

Annual fee k3.
Amafmr (...d) Liana B covert speech transmission only, restricted

to amateur froguencies above .44 MHz. Annual fee £3.
Amman (Sound) LIWIN, is available to foreign amateurs for use in

the U.K.
Amami (Telerision) Liremr-covers television operation at frequencies

above 144 MD.. Annual fee
Amateur ($01,14 Limme-is available to applicants already

holding <idler an A or B licence mobile use of their equipment
(e.g. in cars). Additional fee 4,34. The same striations apply in the
ease of B licence holders.

Amateur (Almiume) LICOW-coven amateur operation on British ships
in roe following frequency bands:

7, 1:4, II, II and t44 MHz; and at CHs
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HAY RADIO

The TrAnita! Esnmination
The written examination which has to be passed Wore any type of

transmitting licence can be obtained is not frightening. It is merely
designed to ensure that would -Le operators of an amateur radio station
have a basic knowledge of the technical conditions involved, and par-
ticularly their responsibilities. Part I of the examination syllabus A
confined to a study t Conditions arid 1-Transmitter
Interference. The examination paper contains two questions on Part 1

subjects, one invariably dealing with licensing conditions and the other
dealing with trammitter intetference..th must be answered.

Part II of the syllabus deals with technology, although on a fairly
element, basis. In die examination eight questions arc set on rtprate
technical subjects, but only six have to Ise attempted. T. choice can
be very encouraging to anyone on a particular technical subject!

The whole written examination lass three hours. A part mark must
he obtained in !ma Nrts to qualify. It is thus no good being strong on
'practice' (Part I) and weak on 'theory' (Pan II), with the hope that
one will balance the other.

The Mom tot is taken separately, and must be passed rent. the
twelve month brim the licence is applied for (i.e. Sound Licence A).
To pass this test the applicant must prove himself (or herself) capable
of sending and rereising plain language in Morse at an average speed
of twelve words per minute.

Exantitrttions for the Radio Amateur Licences are set twice a year,
usually in ktay and December, by the City and Guilds of London
Institute, Electrical and Telecommunications Branch, 76 Portland
Place, London W.I. It is not nemsary to attend at this particular
address as the examination can Le taken simultaneously throughout the
country at various local centres by arrangement with the Ix, Educa-
tional Authority.

The Morse test is specifically a P. OfTrte (practical) examination.
It can be taken at various times throughout the year at the Post 011ice
Headquarters in Irtndon; or at the following places:

POST OFFICE COAST STATIOSS:

Annweh, Anglesey
Broadstairs, Kent
Connel, Argyll

'34 APPENDIX I

Itighbridge, Somerset
Ilfracombe, Devon
Stonehaven, Kincardineshire
Stranraer, Wigtownshim
Mablethorpe, Lincoln
Penaance, Cornwall
Winn°, Lk of Wight
'Wick,Caithness

Whitley Bay, Northumberland
RADIO SURVEYOR'S OVI ICES:

Belfast
Cardiff
Edinburgh
Falmouth

Clargow
Hull
Liverpool
Newcastle-upon-Tyne
Southampton

HEAD POST OFFICES:
Birminglmm
Cambridge
Derby
Leeds

NIancherter
Charges invaverd are LI.5o for thr written examination (with a

small additional fee usual if taken at a local centre); and LE.00 for the
Morse test.

Papering for the Fsarni.....
1. amount of study required to pass the Radio Amateur's Examina-

tion can, of course, vary enormously with individuals-and particularly
with their initial knowledge a radio and radio technology. Certainly
previous knowledge is helpful, although the syllabus subjects will still
need careful study in order to be sure of a 'pass' standard, particularly
in Part 1. On the other hand, it ia quite possible to 'start from scratch'
and complete the examination course successfully in a matter of months,

.35



RAM RADIO

by attending evening classes at a local Tethnical College or Craw of
Further Education, or even by taking a correspondence course.

SeIf-tuitionis also perfectly fmnible, particularly if the individual
concerned already has some background knowledge of radio technology
and an enthusiasm for the subject. Membership of the Radio Society of
Great Britain will be especially helpful in thiscase, asthis Society
publishes a comprehensive nudy guide calledTim Radio Amman?
Examination Atennial and other invaluable books and booklets. The
Society also sponsors the transmission by amateurs throughout the
country of Morse practice lessons intended for beginners.

Local amateur radio clubs can abo be a further name of 'personal'
contact and help; and a number also organise special lectures for
beginners.

horning the Morse Code and Mow operating technique it almost
purely a matter of practice. This may be covered by college courses, or
again can be self-taught. There are numerous publications available on
this subject, also gramophone records andtapes for training in receiving
Mom signals.

The standard required to pan the Mom tot is;
r.Thirtynix words widt an average length of five letters per word

must be received in three minutes. Up to four errors are permitted.
a. Thirty-six words with an average length of five by.., per word

must be sent in three minutes. Upfour corrections may be made in
sending; but no uncorrected errors are permitted.

9. Ten groups of five figures must be received in one and a half
minutes. Two errors are permitted.

4. Ten groups of five figures mutt be sent in one and a half .m10.
Up to two corrections can be made in sending; but no uncorrected
errors am permitted.

Plan finBtsinnott
It is usually bet for beginners to plan to take the written examination

fun. Ilk, subject to achieving apan, to take the Morse test at the
earliest suitable opportunity thereat.. Ilere is no reason why Morse
should not be studied at the sameas the written syllabus, rather
than regarding it as a 'separate' subject. If Morse is studied fin; and
the examination taken and paned, them is always the possibility that 
subsequent failure in the written examination can rmult in more than APPENDIX I

IWEIVP months claiming before the written examination can be taken
again, and passed. In this case the Monte test would have to be taken
again to come within the IVOCIVE MOEth interval required.

Note. Licences issued describe in detail the conditions which apply to
the operation of an amateur radio station covered by that particular
licence. Extracts of these conditions am sent with the publication How to
Breams a Radio Amato, available free on request from the Ministry of
Posts and Telecommunications.

SYLLABUS OF THE RADIO AMATEUR EXAMINATION
71, examination is PASS examination consisting of a single question paper
°ranee hours duration. Each paper is divided into two parts. Pam I contUris
only two questions, earn of them compulsory. These questions will be drawn
limn item r and a of the syllabus. Part II mans of eight questions, drawn
from the retraining items of the syllabus, of which six only should be
attempted.

and'raltTn. ini=tilo71 w

Paris
hole

STELAE=
PART I

r. Ile.ming Conditions
Conditions (terms, provisions and limitations) laid down by Me Minister

in the Amateur (Sound) Limn., covering the purpose for which the trans
maim mAy be Wed; types of signals permissible; 1,es of emission; power:
frequency control and measurements: avoidance of interference to other
Nada, particiduly in bands 'hared with other anima, qualifications of
operators; log keeping and use of call signs.

2. Trrnmvtur ImInferentr
Frequency stability. Avoidance of harmonic radiation and of interference

by dx. =citation, use of kcy dick filters and other =Am of preventing
spurious emissions. Dangers clover modulation. Devices for reducing Mar -
f with near -by radio and television reorivera.

PART II
y. Elmmta, Elmoieity told Masation

Elementary theory of electricity: conductor and insulators; =ill:
Ohm's law; resistors in series and parallel. Power; Permanent rearm, and
eketro-cosines and their use in radio work. Primary cells; Selland mutt,/

.97



APPENDIX II

AMATEUR RADIO CALL SIGNS

antrisat .11 signs:

C for England
GB special stations and exhibitions
GC for Channel Islands
GD for Iil< of Man
GI for Northern Ireland
GM for Scotland
GW for Walea

English .11 signs by date:

Ca followed by MO Inters 1,5-39
G3

'.;11.--1

Cy 1921,. 19. t-39
GO 1936-37
GI followed by three Inners pre -1939
G5 '966 onwards (Sound Licence C)
G6 rf for Amateur Thevision Licence from

1964 on
GO 1964 onwards (Sound Licence B)

The following is the years in which C3 followed by three letters

sequences began:

,q3A 1946

G. g
gD

r37o

tB5a
C31. IBS]
G3W $967
Coy ;969

39

gSs

1.10JOACM JO .340.14n6VOn. pea 1.10pouamo alp 20,
adcosoppaa hroapospeap aers ..seamuman sp (e)aSets seep asp a, ,nde!
Jasesel jo moasamoroyi weants, amar pee elpne se ages, pee ammo

nousonolOw 3.33govuo4 de Bum! Jo; am eptp pea sje,ase ppm.,
epos:paw =pep., Jams, pee esratuasio (sodJI, pip.. pre/Aso 2,
-papa!) P.M !beanbag aides!, seamensks .hassonbasj jo sues rummy,

asouaten, .os

aomptemers pee sami .spdno, pony lam. !mop.,
.saap ammussan, emrse 2saammten pee Shoapoas p WU, U00=109

.eapellockad p Asp, pee haven', 'sp.,
.asus woos, dppoopep, nsopdedasd ors laa.po Jpsp pee suaaptooa
o!rospitosiass pea aaasplsouos loam, omeJ p uopaettosd pee arrn,

"In ittO/ano uo,toop eseL, pee uoprinpom
vogivi

hostantaJA .esolospra poem a, pad. anal, am "emu, .101S1,0
amyl/n.4

mJpomes4sedni pass
q

uopeZd'o puo147,1,..aci ,templ',ZdZsw
.7,21

lesanpooe pee
zrameemea sod e>pod mated rea,14, "Ituppoosses pas ...preppies,

scopeampas r>Mod 'llnd.spes,j -ramossenry aramstp-hasamb
ad pea um., 'tumid= Yrosegpoo, re saa, pee al., ratan,.
Mw pere>pousWP.'1, M... J.0 WV,
JOIMpoO,11.1 'UM,. JO UOginonto3 re,tcono p.m 1,1,213,0

asamsgmers aqy 11,10, .10t,OcOl ptreJOIdO,00 'spaa,
'aauwosaa'zeepadm! "mons, pea ameapodea 'aeortnanpu!spya gm,
Iltspesodmam Aaooya suo.uno Supaunsw .so2e, pea ammo Hupeaselpi

.W.U. mak) Viryraun, trtossraog -4

.ppand sof, so!.. m nurna
-.num 4,1 pus uosa des p =LC, sea, do mamma's* 'eamnpedso

Suppumsers pee Ermaposts m poen QOM, Jo ortAl taous,aopa,
owes scan
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APPENDIX II

HH Haiti KS4H, HKO Sem. Bank and
HI Dominican Republic Hone.. Cay
HK Colombia KS., Saari Islands
11K0 (See KS(B) K. American Sanwa
HKO Rojo Nuevo KV4 Virgin Islands
HKO Malpelo Island KW6 Wake bland
HKO San Andro and Providencia KX6 Marshall Islands
HI, HIS Korea KZ, Canal Zone
HP Panama LA Norway
HR Honduras LU Argentina
liS Thailand LX Luxembourg
HV Vatican 12 Bulgaria
HZ, 72 Saudi Arabia Mt, 01 San Marino
I, IT, Italy 517413 13aluxtin

ISt Sardinia MP4Q Qatar
J., .1H, . Japan MP4.61, VSOO SullAllAle Of

jr, Mongolia Muscat and Oman

JW Svalbard NINO, T Trucial Oman
JX Jan Mayon OA Peru

JY Jordan OD, Lebanon
K, W United States of America OE Austria
.t (S. KGGI) OH, OF Finbrid
KB6 Baler, Howland and OHO Aland Islands

American Phoenix Islands OK Czechoslovakia
KC, Navaria Ward ON Belgium
KC6 Eastern Caroline Islands OX, XP Greenland
KC6 Western Caroline Id... OY Faroe Islands

KG4 Guantanamo Bay 07, Denmark
K. Guam PAO, PI i Netherton.
KG6I, KA, Marcus Island PJ Netherlands Antilles
K66R, S, T Mariana Um. PJ Sint Maarten
KG6I, KA: Bonin and PX Andorra

Volcano Islands PY Brazil
KH6 Hawaiian Islands 1,0 Fernando de Noroctha

KM Kure bland PY0 St, Peter .8 St. Paul,
XJ6 Johnston Island Rocks
KL Alaaka PYO Trinidade and
KM6 Midway bland. Martim Vat Wan.
KPs Puerto Rico PZI Surinam

K. Palmyra Group, Jarvis bland SX., SC., SM Sweden
.6, 8 Ryukyu Wan. SP Poland
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6Y Jamaica
7Gt Rep. of Guinea
7P Lesotho

7Q Nyasaland
7X Algeria
7Z, HZ Saudi Arabia
8F, YB Indonesia
8J (See CF.)
8P Barbados

8Q. (See VS9M)
BR Guyana
Blg Saudi Arabia/Iraq

Neutral Zone
8Z5, 91,3 Kuwait,Saudi Arabia

Neutral Zone
9AI, Mt San Marino

RAY RADIO

901 Ghana
gilt Malta
9Ja Zambia
9Ka Kuwait
9K9, 825 KuwaitlSaudi Arabia

Neutral lone
91.t Sierra I,o.
gMa Malaya
9M 4 Singapore
9M6 Sarawak
9M8 Sabah

9N1 Nepal
9Q5 Rep. of Congo
9U5 Burundi
9X5 Rwanda
9Y4 Trinidad and Tobago

INTERNATIONAL PREFIXES
AAA-ALZ lin'. States of DUA.DZZ Republic of the

America Philippines
AMAAOZ Spain EAAEHZ Spain
APAASZ Pakistan EIA-PJZ Ireland
ATA-AWZ India EKA-EKZ Union of Soviet
AXA-AX. Commonwealth of Socialbt Republic;

',train. ELA-EL'! Liberia
AYA-AZZ Argentine Republic EMA-EOZ Union of Soviet
HAA-BZZ China SocUlist Republics
CAA-CEZ Chile EPA -kW Iran
CFA.CKZ, Canada ERAERZ Union of Soviet
CLA-CMZ Cuba Socialist Republics
MA-QN1 Morocco ESA-ESZ Estonia
COA-COZ Cuba ETAETZ Ethiopia
CPACPZ Bolivia EUA-EWZ Bielorussian Bonier

CQA-CRZ. Portuguese Oversew Socialnt Republic
Provinces EXAEZZ Union of Soviet

CSA-CUZ Portugal Socialist Republics
CYACXL Uruguay FAA -17,.. France and French
CYA-CZZ Canada Cortnnimity
DAA-DTZ Germany CAA-GZZ United Kingdom
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HAA-HAZ Hungarian People's NAA-NZZ, United Sta. of

Republic America
HBA-FIBZ Switzerland OAAACL Peru
HCA-111/7. Y odor ODA-ODZ Lebanon
HEA-HEZ Switzerland °EA -0E2 Austria
111,141F1 People's Republica OFA-OJ2 Finland

Poland OKA-01v1Z OnchodmakiaHGA-HGZ Hungarian Pcopk's ONA-OTZ BelgiutnRepublic
HHA-HHZ Republic of 'lain 011A-OZZ Denmark

HIA.HIZ Dmanimin Republic PAAMZ N..d...1.
HJA-HK7. Republic of Colombia PJA-PJZ Netherland. Antil.
HILAHNIZ Korea PKA.POZ Republic of Indonesia
FINA-IINZ I, PPA-PYZ Brasil
HOA-HPZ Republic of Panama P7A-P72 Surinam

11Q.A.HRZ Republic of Honduras QAA.Q22 (Service abbrmia.
HSA-HSZ Thailand nom)
HTA-HTZ Nicaragua RAA-RZZ Union of Soviet
HUA-11U7. Republic of Socialist Republics

El Salvador SAASMZ Sweden
11VA-11V7. Vatican City State SNA-SRZ People's Republic a
HWA-HYZ France and French Poland

Community SSA-SSM United Arab Republic
H7A-1171 Saudi Arabia ss,s-rt Sudan

IAA-IZZ Italy and Mandated SUA-SUZ United Arab Republic
Territories SVA-S7.7. Grey.

JAA-JSZ .I.p., TAA.TCZ Turkey
JTA-JVZ Mongolian People's TDA-TDZ Guatemala

Republic TEA-TEZ Coma Rica

JWA-JX. Norway T1A-TFZ Iceland

JYA-JYZ Jordan TGA-TGZ GuatenwLa

J7A-J7Z West New Guinea THA-T117. France and French
KAA-KZZ United SURE of Community

America TIA.T1Z Costa R.
LAA-LNZ Norway TJA-TJZ Republic of Cameron
LOA-LWZ Argentine Republic TKA-TKZ France, and French
L.,. Luxembourg Community
LYA-LYZ Lithuania TLA-11-7. Ccnual African
LZA-12Z People'. Republic of Republic

Bulgaria TMA.TMZ France, French
MAA-NIZZ United Kingdom Community
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RAN RADIO
TNA-TNZ Republic of Congo Y.X.4XX2 PoMsgorse Ovenem

(Brazzaville) Protium;
TOA-TQZ France, Frau% XYA-XZZ Burma

Community YAMYAZ Afghaniman
TRA-TRZ Republic of Gabon YBA-YHZ Republic of ...a
TSA-TSZ Tunisia YIA.YIZ Iraq
TTATTZ Republic of Chad YJA-YJZ New Hebrides
TUA-TUZ Republic of d 1 c Ivory YKA-YRZ Syria

Coast YLANIZ Latvia
TVA-TXZ Frans, French YMA-YMZ Turkey

Community YNA-YNZ Mon,
TYATYZ Republic of Dahomey YOA-YRZ Romani. People,
TZA-TZZ Republic of Mali Republic
liAitsUQZ Union of Soviet YSANSZ Republic of

Socialist Republica El Salvador.
URA-UTZ Ukrainbut Soviet YTA,UZ Yugoslavia

Socialist Republic YVA-YYZ Venezuela
UUA-UZZ Unkm of Soviet YZA,ZZ Yugoslavia

Socialist Republics ZAA-ZAZ Albania
VAAVGZ Cana. ZBA-ZJZ Bridal Overseas
VHANNZ Commonwealth of Territories

Australia ZKA-ZMZ New Zealand
VOA-VOZ Canada ZNA-202 British Overseas
VPANSZ British Overseas Tail..

Territories ZPA-ZPZ Paraguay
VTA-VWZ India ZQAZQZ British Overseas
VXA-VYZ Canada Tooker.*
VZA-VZZ Commonwealth of ZRA-ZUZ Republic of South

Australia Africa
WAA-WZZ Unit. States of ZVA-ZZZ Brazil

America 3AA;ZZ Great Britain
XAA-Xl2 Modm 3AA-3AZ Monaco
XJA-XOZ Canada 93A-3PZ Canada
XPA-XPZ Densuarli yGA-3GZ Chile
XQA,CRZ Qik sHA-31.12 Chi.
XSA-XSZ China yVA-3VZ Tu.,
XTA-XTZ Repub. ord. Upper yWA-giVZ ViebNam

Volta 3XA-3X.Z Guinea
XUA-XUZ Cambodia sTA-sYZ Norway
XVA-XVZ Viet -Nam 37..A-322 People, Republic of
XWA-XWZ Lams {bland
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INDEX

A 1 Emission, 43 Aniode circuit, 6t
92 Endssion, 40 keying, 34
A5 Emission. no, at, 43, 45 Answering, .6
At Transmission, tg ARAL Code, 17,
A2 Transmission, ao 'Miasma°, 28
A3 Transmission, 20 Audio compressors, 66

Aboorption I/C01#42r, 33 Autodyne detector, 77
Additional '<Privet sections, Automatic gain control, 23

28

Aerial curtain, 103 Bands, 16
earth, .o Bandspecad tuning, 79
length, to, :14 Basic rectifiers, 87
loading, 6-1 Beat frequency, 75, 76
trimmer, as, 29 note, 77
voltage, to, lir, erg
pin, .4..9 vo adjustment, 45

al, 79 bfa mann], 25
Air novo, tot Bias modulation, 65
Allitnunistor 1.1921101i11.11. 50 voltage, 95
inn signal, ig Bias voltage stabilization, g5
Amateur abbreviations, sao Bkoder retinue, go

frequency bands, t32 Blocked -grid keying. 55
Maritime licence, 151 Blocking, 24, 8o
listening, t I Bridge rectifier, 88
lioencer, 17 British .1 Signs, '39
radio bands, 16, 17 British Receiving Stations. 17

radio call signs, tag Bug.. 37
incline, too
Sound Licence - A. '33 Call vans, .6
Sound Licence - 8, '9. Capacitopinput filial. go
Sound Licence - C. sat Car aerials, 57
Sound Mobile Licence, tat (Strict, 47
Tekvi.1$011 Licence, 131 WI, I . , 19, 91

Angle oliadiation, too, 102 Cathode coupled oscillator, 35

5473

Cathode keying, 36
modulation, 65

Chore of transmitter, so
Choke -input 61, go
Clapp oscillator, 55
Class A operation, 59
Class B operation, 59
Clan C operation, 59
Clues of amplifiers, 7n
Click filter, 44

Clipping, 46
feed, Ito

Communications receiver, so
Component cost, 23
Converter, o,, 75, 79

unit, 23
Conversion to di, 79

CQ, 116
Cross modulation, 8o
Crystal calibrator, ,,, 85

control, 57
filter, 53. 28, 85
oscillator, 57

C.,11111, 57
Currentilindting circuit. 98
rev transmission, 115

Detector, 73
Diffraction, too
Diode rectifier, 7,, 87

52, to,
Direct wave, tot
Directional aerials, toy
Directivity, tot
Distortion, 65
Double superheterodyne, A
Doublet aerial, to5
Driver, 67
DX working, toy

INDLI
Effective aerial length, to,

Electronic toyer, 37, 39
Eiig.h mtl.ign. HA 9299,0, 139
.2111111460, Capacitor, 89

resistors, 89
Equivalent noise resistance, et
Exciter, 67
Paternal earth for aerials, sob

Feeder lines, to,
Filter control, o,
Filtering, et
Filters, S.
Folded dipole, t 19

Fnuddin meant, 56
Frequany, 14

and efficiency, to,
danger, aD, 76
checking, 50
rneuuring,
modulated transmission, 49

modulation, 21

multiplier, 4,
Full -wave rectifier, 88

Grid biu, 57
Ground plane aerials, 107

wave, tot
Grounded aerials, soli

Half -wave aerial, to,
rectifier, 88

Harmonics sups:nation, 63
Head Pon Offices (Motu Test), r 37
Hens aerW, too
Hes, definition,
Henn., reception, 77

wavemeter, 55
81i86 6e9ner9fY (8j9, 98
Homemade feeders, t 10
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flornodyne, 78
liorixonud aerial, so,
Huns, 81

ICAO Code, :23
VP', 24, 29
Image frequency, 76
Image reception, 76
Impost:ince adjustment, t to
Interference, 80, 102
Intermediate frequency, 75
International prefixes, 144

Q Cock, say

Lechlanchedype dry cells, 98
Line of sight, sea
linearity, 6,
Listening practice, 06
Local oscillator, 75
WI aerial, t su

Logging tits... a7
Long wave, 12
Low-pass filter, 43

Master oscillator,
Medium wave, I,
Metal rectiftess, 88
Microphone, 46
Mixer, 75

valves, 81
Mobile stations, M. Sk
Modulated carrier, 19
hfodultsfing frequency, 45
Modulation, 63
Morse, s9, 3s

abbreviations, s

buzz, 30
Code, 40, 118, 136
k, 33
key adjustment, 33
k,011. 94

11A1.1 RADIO

operator position, 33
practice set, 31
punctuation, rtes
1...1118. 3'. 39
sending technique, ,s
ugwl spacings 49
6,000d, 31
test, 1,6
mansmistion, ,t

Multi -band atrial, 106
Multi -band dipole, t 12

Neutralisation, 68
Nickci-cadmiurn cells, 99
Noise, 80, 80

limiter, 08, 80
resistance of valves, 86
silencer, 89

Non -resonant line, to,

Oscillator, 4s
keying. 97
stability, 57

Output voltage, 9:
Overload protection, 89
Overloading, fio
000,042 receiving nano., 'a
Overtone ay.. 58

Parallel operation, 6s
Peak inverse voltages, 87
Pentode valve oscillator, 56
Phasing control, 23
P1100<at code, sus
1,61ters, to
Pi -network, 63, 68
Polarisation, zoo
Post Office Coast Stations (biome

Test), 154
Power Amplifier, 41, 59, 6.0, 71
Power supplies, 67

150

Preamplifier, 13, 18, 8t
Preferred palariution, s03
Prefix., .6
Pre lector, 81
Puhe .vrJopes, 44
Pulse shape; 45
Pulsed carrier tram...ions, 77
Push-pull operation, 61

Q aerial. t to
Q Code, ta4
QSigmb, t44
Q,Signals - Amateur, ran
QSL, go
QSL card, 27
Qu..rial, to8
Quench frequency, 73

1,41,8X

Ripple vol., 90

RST fade,
wlogc, 9r

scnn...grid kMing. 35
Screen -grid modulation, 65
Selectivity, aa, 74

control. x5
Sentitivity, a, 80
Sensitivity cow., 23
Short wave, 13, t8

wave band, .3
wave listener, 12. 22, 27

Sidebar. frequencies, .
tr,...i.40., 46
triLlnolitter, 48

Sidebands, .. 45
Signal bond width, 45

Radiation pattern, tot shaping, 44
Radio Amateur Examination, .35 strength, 122
Radio Amateur .nunination, sylla- Signalquength meter, 84

btu, .37 Signal -tamale ratio, Bo
Radio Society of Great Britain, '8,97 Silicon diode babinee, 85
Radio Surveyors 011ie. (Motto power diode, 88

Test), .35 power chock rating, 89
Radio., t. Single tideland, 21, 47
Readability, ma Single -wire aerial, t ta

Receiver °Numb, a4 She of transmit., 50
Receiving aerial, 113 Skip zone, 102
Reflected wave, 101 wave, tot
Reflection, t. S-nmer. 84
Retracted wave, tot &wilting, 81, 87, no
Refraction, twa Speech frequencies, 45
Regenerative detector, 73 frequency oscillator, 23
Romani aerial, to3 Sp. frequency, 58

aerial length. 105, , Selltal'. wam, 44
line, , t to Squeals, 82

rf amplifier, 81 Stability, 22
feedback, 73 Stabilisation, 32, 03
(..gooey, 75 Stabil.. heat, g6
gain, 24. 49 Subilirirs9 circuit, 99, 98
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linli Rant°
Standing via, 10, Tuning, 78
Superher op. -anon, 75 for burning 23
Superheterodyne, 75 T.V. interference, 68
Superregenerativc detector, 73
Suppressed carrier, 47 uhf, .8
Suppressed Cartier Signals, 29 .14/bancb, .8
Suppressed sideband, 47 Use of prefixes, .6
Swinging choke, 9.

Tank &auk 42
Technical examination, .34
Td41P.PhY. ,9, 3,
Telephony, t t, .9 Vertical aerial, .o5
Temperature rating, sa,f, 29.18, 21

silicon diode, 8g Voice ...mod char cOver (VOX),
To., in 115

control, , Vohs, divider, ,
Top band. .8 doubling, gs
Transceiver operation, t 17 multiplier, 95
Transceivers, 53 gtsednspbng 95
Transistor oscillator, 56 regulation, 87
Transistor power supply, 97 ...dn., 59
Transistaised transmitters, 5. stabilisation, 92
Transmitter choke, 5o VR tube, 39. 94. 97

Sums, so
P.,, 5, Wave angle, lon
receiver aeriab, 1.3 Wavelength and frequency, .4
;potting, 1:7 Wavelength, .4

TItF, 73 Working tecnique, 1.6
TRF Kends, 75 World (111 Sigm, 40
Triode valve oscillator, 55
T.eype filter, 84 Zen. diode, 59, ga, 96, 98
Toned circuit, 73. 8. Zopp aerial, ...

Vale, oscillator, 54
Variable frequency oscillator, 42.43.

55. 69



Veginnee's Gu/dee by Colin NErbetli

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO
STAMP COLLECTING
''An extremely thorough introduction
Mr Nat.!. beginner's go. will I.d

Z710.7,=111,;:d7=`,::
of

offer, they ell erne, budding experts. -
The Tunes Educahonel Supplement

COLLECTING BRITISH STAMPS:
A BEGINNER'S GUIDE
"In this book Mr Narboth covers IM whole
development of British stumps from 1840
to the present day. dealing vnth such
important asnocts es plating the classic line
engunrodS, postal stationery rogional
stomps. stomp booklets Oog.n Postmarks
and fire Dey MVO*. A combination of Mr
Narboltfe faci/0 ePPMa4B 44d
illustradone in the text make the complex
story of Breish stamps easy to follow." -
The FmentialTernes

COLLECTING PAPER MONEY:
A BEGINNER'S GUIDE
-This book by one of . avoilds loading
authorities should go far Icavards tho de-
velopment of Interest In this unusual hobby.
11 contains an account of the history of

prerer money. mitten Ina Ow. anecdotal
style, and Includes useful information on
how and where to obtain material the cam
and maintenance of the collection and hints
on buying. selling and exchanging loci.
man, - financoal Tunes
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